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Campus

Sports

A stroll across campus
reveals how much has
changed and how much
has stayed the same.

Eastern's athletic teams
look forward to new
seasons with high
hopes and dreams.
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AnewlOok
at Eastern
It won't hit you until the first time
you're alone in your dorm room.
You're at Eastern now, isolated from
the family and friends that have filled
our lives. And lucky as you may be,
you're on your own - but not completely. In this New Student Edition, we'll try
to help you get to know Eastern, its
campus and the activities it offers you.
In this first section, we outline
Eastern's history, comparing the campus when it was founded more than 90
years ago to the one you'll see this fall,
including the new Student Recreational
Center. Also, you'll get a wrap-up of
what big news events affected
Eastern's campus this summer, including the budget~[isis that lasted almost
three weeks. · · Next is'1ne ·ca_o:.wus section, in
which we highlight the Student
Recreation Center that opens this fall.
The center has just about everything
you'll need to keep in shape during
your first year here.
We then introduce ~ou to everyt.hing
from the
artin Luther King Jr.
University Union to the different activities sponsored by the University
Board.
Also in section B, we outline life in
Charleston. Staff writer Mike Chambers will crawl you through the city's
bar scene, while a bar alternative will
be described in this segment, too. And
we take a look at Greek life as an
Eastern student, describing the different fraternities and sororities offered
on campus and Phase Ill of construction on Greek Court.
In the final section, our sports writers talk about the different athletic programs at Eastern, from Eastern's football team and schedule for this fall's
season to men's and women's basketball in the winter and next spring's softball and baseball campaigns.
A group of 21 seniors leads the grid
squad under head coach Bob Spoo.
The Panthers will be trying to return to
the Division I-AA playoffs for the second time in three years.
This preview should give you a prettY good head start on what you need to
learn about Eastern, so read and
enjoy!

- Chris Boghossian
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New students enter a different world when passing this sign on Route 16.
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Some good advice for freshmen
Editor's note: This column by
Barry Smith, 1976-77 editor in
chief of The Daily Eastern News,
has become a tradition in the
pages of The News' New Student
Edition. It remains one of the most
classic.pieces on freshmen and
offers some helpful (?) advice.
Enjoy.
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It can probably be argued that
most young people continue into
college after high school so that
they can be something: nuclear
physicist, teacher, man, married or
whatever.
But, when on that first day on
campus you sit in your dorm room,
a little bewildered at being cut off
from friends and family (perhaps
with some relief), your aspirations
wifl seem a long way off.
It's time to learn how not to be
something - a freshman.
Don't look for any help from
upperclassmen, most of whom will
deny ever being freshmen. I was
never one. I came to Eastern with
all the worldly knowledge and
suave sophistication of, at least, a
graduate student.
And you can't expect aid from
other freshmen . What do they
know?
But, out of my own kindness,

and the generosity of The Daily
Eastern News, I have compiled a
few tips essential to getting
through the first few days. Follow
my instructions and within two
weeks, people will stop whispering behind your back and pointing to you on the sidewalk. Hell,
you may even get invited to a
party.
First of all, make sure everyone
knows you live in a dorm. All
freshmen must live in the dorms,
but most make the mistake of trying to hide the fact. By freely
admitting it - even saying that you
like it - you take on the assured
air of one who lives there not by
law by by choice. Namely an
upperclassman.
Frequent the library instead of
the bars. Freshmen still have four
years to catch up on their studies,
so most use all that free time to
"socialize," which means losing
the use of all five senses through
some kind of stupor-inducing
drug:
Juniors and seniors are all trying to make up those incompletes
and are carrying 21 credit hours to
cover up for dropped classes, so
you'll seldom find one out living it
up. Besides, you will probably be
carded, and that's a dead give-

away.
If you decide to go out, there
are some things you should know
about the male-female relationship
on campus. If you are a goodlooking young female, make it a
point to search out senior men and
offer to buy them a drink, especially if they look like they might work
on the campus newspaper.
Male freshmen should simply
sit back and enjoy their own company because, face it, you have
no chance. Look f0-rward to
spending a lot of time talking to
your pillow.
As far as academic life goes,
you'll be anchored in a bunch of
low-level classes that all freshmen
must take. You can skip this disadvantage by dropping subtle hints
to classmates that you "probably
should have passed this class the
first time." It won't necessarily be a
I ie; ·you probably cove re!:! . the
same stuff when Y.du were .a
sophomore in high ' school. And
flunked, too.
· ~
If you do happen to get into an
upper-level class , answer as many
of the instructor's questions as you
can, even if you are not sure of the
answers. It will clearly label you a
freshman, .b_ut the upperclassmen
will thank you for it. - -

You can say many
things about Macintosh.

•

>

But "I can't afford it" is
·no longer one ·of them.
You can talk about how simple the
Apple• Macintosh• computer is to use. Or
how it C"an think the way you think. Or
how compatible it is with other computers.
But think again when the word
"expensive" comes to mind. Because it's
just not true any more.
Introducing the Macintosh Cl~ic·
computer. It's the most affordable ,
Macintosh, yet it has all the capabilities you
need to handle basic applications, such as
word processing and spreadsheet
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analysis. The Cl~ic is a completely
integrated Macintosh system. Its monitor,
keyboard, mouse and system software are
all included, as are extras you might not
expect-such as built-in networking and
the Apple SuperDrive·disk drive, which
lets the Classic read from and write to
MS-DOS, OS/2, and-ProOOS" files.
Stop in today. We'll show tou hOw it's
possible for nearly anyone to afford a ·
Macintosh. Comfortably,
. ''

Computer Corner
820 Lincoln

..
; I

Charleston, Il.

·~

Authorized :
Education Sales Consultant

Eastern makes changes as time goes on
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Editor in chief

An act of the Illinois General
Assembly on May 22, 1895,
made a reality of a dream
shared by a handful of men.
The state legislature
approved a bill on that day
calling for the building of two
normal schools in Illinois, one
to be called Northern Illinois
State Normal School and the
other Eastern Illinois State
-Normal School. At that time,
sites for the two schools were
not chosen.
On Sept. 7 of that same
year, Charleston was selected
as the site for what is now
known as Eastern Illinois
University, which in four years
will celebrate its centennial
anniversary.
The lawn of wild oats in
rant of Old Main, now
astern's administration buildg, was the scene of the dedition of Eastern Illinois State
ormal School on Aug. 29,

1899.
The University has gone
rough many changes since,
~eluding six presidents.
terestingly enough, Samuel
. Inglis died less than two
months after he was chosen
o be Eastern's first presient. But Inglis laid the founation for those who were to
llow.
It was his successor",
ivingston C. Lord , who
ened the doors for 126 stunts and 18 faculty members,
eluding Lord, on Sept. 12,
899. One year later, four stunts made up Eastern's first
aduating class.
Last May, more than 1,600
aduates walked up the aisle
the Library Quad to receive
eir diplomas. Eastern's stunt population has grown to

more than 10,000.
And the university, which
primarily was a teacher's college, has transformed into a
liberal arts and sciences and
business school, the latter of
which is illustrated by the new
Lumpkin College of Business,
which opened its doors to students last January.
After the construction of Old
Main, which still highlights the
center of Eastern's campus,
came Pemberton Hall - not
only the first woman's dormitory in Eastern's history but on
any state school's campus.
Pem Hall, as it came to be
known, was built with
Eastern's first gymnasium in
1909. Now, Eastern has 55
buildings, including 17 residence halls. And this fall, the
Student Recreational Center
opens to all students, faculty
and staff.
Lord held his reign as president of the university until he
passed away in 1933.
Between then and 1983, only
four other men held that position until current President
Stan Rives took office. Rives
will be entering his eighth year
as the university's leader this
fall.
As the first president of the
normal school, Lord outlined
the task of the university. He
stressed thought, discrimination, organization, hard work
and truthfulness.
"The school must always
have and instill the spirit of
patriotism, " Lord said at the
university's dedication ceremony in 1899. "I want this school
to cause its pupils to teach, in
turn, their pupils to think, to
move, to be obedient and to
be patriotic."
Lord's spirit and patriotism
are still present on Eastern's
campus today.

President welcomes students
Dear Eastern students,
Gymnasium, will be dedicated
On behalf of the faculty and Sept. 12. It is equipped with
taff, I extend a warm-.,wel- state-of-the-art physical fitme home to retl..tr11ing --Stu- ness equipment that is accesents and a special welcome--- sible to students, faculty and
new freshmen and transfer staff participating in Eastern's
tudents who are with us for Recre-ational Sports proe first time.
gram. Phase Ill of Greek
Founded in 1895, Eastern Court is complete, and a total
linois University is now in its of 12 fraternities and sorori0th decade of service to the ties are now housed in the
·
eople of lllingis. Eastern is court.
Finally - and most imporn institution with a proud
st and bright future - it is tant - a few words of advice
e smallest residential public as you begin the new acaniversity in Illinois which .demic year. Keep your prioriims always to be the best. ties straight. While we want
e're glad to have you with you to engage in a wide variety of campus activities, your
Our objective continues to highest priority should always
e an institution where stu- be preparing for and attendnts can be assured of get- ing classes. Aca-demic stan. g a good educaton at a rea- dards at this institution are,
nable cost.
and should be, high. Plan to
According to recent spend at least two hours of
gures from the Board of study for each hour of class.
igher Education, Eastern is
We want to count you as an
mong the most cost-effec- Eastern graduate. To accome of the 12 Illinois state uni- plish that, you must remember
ers iti es. The BHE also that your first obligation is to
ports that student room and be a student in the academic
oard costs at Eastern are meaning of the word. While
e lowest in Illinois when the much will be expected of you,
umber of meals provided is we know you have the potennsidered.
tial to graduate or you would
In January, the Lumpkin not have been admitted to
College of Business moved Eastern.
Have a good year and do
into Lumpkin Hall, a new $6.2
million building on the South well.
Quad. The new $6 million
Student Recreation Center,
Stan Rives
President
built as an addition to Lantz

RALPH SORDYL, JR./Photo intern

Budget would be slashed
without tuition .increase
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN

ernor's universities had employees who weren't paid on time
• Other top news
by the state.
In actuality, Eastern didn 't stories of the
The director of university relareceive a budget increase after summer. Page SA
tions at each of the four other
all.
BOG schools - Western Illinois,
Eastern President Stan Rives
Governor's State, Chicago State
said that the Illinois General
Jane Ozier, Eastern's presi- and Northeastern Illinois - conAssembly approved a $52.3 dent for the University Prates- firmed that some employees
million budget for the University, sionals of Illinois - Eastern's were not paid on time.
or a 0.2 percent increase· from faculty bargaining unit - said
Each of the universities, howlast year's $52.1 million budget.
that she wouldn't discuss the ever, implemented an alternate
The new figure, however, issue because UPI is currently pay play in which its employees
includes the 5 percent tuition bargaining for its 1992 salary were paid at least 90 percent of
increase for this fall, an increase.
the amount of their paychecks . .
increase that will generate more
Rives, though, said • that ·,.· Tf\e Bda· gMerns Eas.tern
than $2.6 million toward although salary issues are and the four other state scfro01s:
Eastern's budget.
resolved at the bargaining table,
In all, more than 10,000 state
Without that increase, he is concerned.
employees continued to work
though, the budget approved by
"Well, l'in concerned about without pay as the impasse
the General Assembly would our faculty salary levels, which continued. But local officials
stand at $49.6 million - a 4.8 are much lower than they ought were admittedly pleased to see
percent cut from last year's fig- to be," he said. "It's a major con- it come to an end.
ure.
cern. What you need, of course,
"I wish it would have been
"It is not a good budget," is more money.
settled two weeks ago," said
Rives said. " We have about
"I don't want to say that we state Rep. Michael Weaver, R$111,300 more than last year. wo n 't give more money Charleston. "If you have. things
Quite obviously, prices have because there isn't any money that are important to the area
increased over last year, so (the there, so we won't - can't - say that you serve, you have to be
budget) doesn't cover inflation- that. Obviously, we're not going willing to stick to your guns and
ary increases."
to do as much as everybody that's what we did."
The appropriation would would like to do, but we'll do as
"This is the first time I've
seem to leave little room for much as we can to retain our seen a governor stick to the line
salary increases for faculty, who faculty.. It's a very tough situa- and make it pay off," he said.
last year received an overall 3.8 tion ."
"(Edgar) stuck to his demands
percent increase, although most ·
Although the budget impasse that education should get that
faculty members saw 2 percent didn't affect Eastern employees, surcharge money permanently,
increases.
all four other Board of Gov- and he. in the end, won out."
Editor in chief

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
EASTERN ILLINOIS
Cl'othing & Souvenir ·
Department
~ · .· · '. .~·

• Glassware · • T-shirts
· , ur
• Hats
· • Shorts
:• Sweatshirts- • Miller Lite & Bu Novelty T-shirts
All New Styles and-Selections
FANTASTIC FALL.MERCHANDISE
COMPLETELY REMODELED

''BACK TO SCHOOL
. SUPPLIES''
\

*Tokens Wirebound Notebooks

Eli,/'', .

99¢

Reg. $1.99 NOW,
_ Folders
- Pencils
_ Binders
- Scissors
- Paper

_ Pens ·
- Datebooks
_Tape
- Calculators
...:. Glue - ...
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CHARLESTON'S
I CHECK CASHING I
ONLY :
SERVICE ·. :
FULL-SERVICE
I
$3.00 Registration -S peci-aJ
I
with coupon
I
MUSIC DEPARTMENT II • Out of town
banks welcome
I

Featuring:
All the latest music
,
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• Money orders

I

I·

• Payroll checks

·I

I
I ,
I

• Parent's checks
• ~iberal limits ·
• Open weekends & evenings
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Film & Processing

Backpacks

• Hundreds to
choose from

I
I
I

• Overnight Service
• Always doubleprints

• Featuring Eastpak
· ,,'
& Trager

MOM & DAD: Save This!
Balloon & Gift Delivery
Departnient
for any special occasion;
birthday, graduation,
. congratulations. . .
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-$9;95 :....J]ALLOON BOUQUET, CANDY, CARD &DELIVERYL...................:.~!.~::!~.~.~.~=.~.~.:~~

"THE ULTIMATE COLLEGE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE''
HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8 --====~
Fri. 9-6
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

PHONE:
345-4600

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ACROSS THE STREET
FROM OLD MAIN IN THE UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Rejected
Rives, council turn down
Faculty Senate proposal
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Editor in chief

Special Independence Day
Fourth of July took on extra meaning this year. Cindy Landon and John Morrisey, members of
Charleston Area Support Group, unveil the Desert Storm Monument, dedicated to the men
women who served in the Perian Gulf. The city also held its first Independence Day parade as
of the celebration.

alker resigns--.J.=tfrom
Eastern
1.: ___ :_;.

.. .

S BOGHOSSIAN
in chief

''

• ·~ "

~

ott Walker, the son of former Vice
· ent for Business Affairs Verna Armstrong,
eel from his position as assistant director
nning and institutional research.
Iker had been reassigned to a new univerpost in the computer service department on
·1 1. But apparently, although Walker was
ed to the computer services department,
title, duties and salary did not change
use of a proble"'rn "with a civil service pro·ng procedure:
_
e's been located in this"'department and he
been reporting still to Kim Furumo ... under
:supervision of one of our analysts," said
· Henard, head of the computer services
rtment. "He was assigned over here since
of (his work) is computer-oriented."
t '{ate, acting director of University
·oriS,- said that Walker was not forced out
position.
e resignation ends more than eight
s of controversy.

',_j

•

Last Octobe;, Walker was hired to his
$32,700 per-year post - which was under the
direct jurisdiction of Armstrong - by Furumo,
the director of planning and institutional
research. The hiring process sparked charges
of nepotism and unethical hiring practices
under Armstrong.
Subsequently, Eastern's governing body the Board of Governors - hired Bloomington
attorney David Stanczak to investigate the
charges. Armstrong was fired by Eastern
President Stan Rives in early March with one
year's notice.
Most recently, Walker and Furumo were
mentioned in a form letter sent by more than
100 Civil Service workers to BOG Chancellor
Thomas Layzell that outlined the workers' dissatisfaction with the operations under Physical
Plant Director Victor Robeson.
The university is currently interviewing four
finalists for Armstrong's former position, including Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs Charles Colbert. Marion Zane is acting
vice president for business affairs until
Armstrong's successor is named.

AA .still. discussing
en ed requirements
~lthough

differing opinions
e resulted in "honest diseements," the Council on
mic Affairs hopes to meet
deadline for approving the
genearl education require, said the director of geneducation.
Former chair Steve Whitley,
has been involved with the
A since 1973, added the
·1 will use the time remainto discuss the two unaped segments and come to
agreement.
In February, President Stan
es asked in a letter to the

:1

CAA that the council re-evaluate
and complete the revisions by
Aug! 15.
Rives approved the five segments earlier this year, which
include language, the U.S.
Constitution, foreign language,
senior seminar and the foundations of civilization. This summer, the CAA has approved the
scientific awareness segment,
which Rives has also approved,
and quantitative reasoning and
problem solving segment, which
still waits for Rives' approval.
Rives also met with the council to discuss "his views on the
segments and some of the
things he had reservations
about," Whitley said.

Eastern President Stan
Rives first criticized then rejected a Faculty Senate proposal
that would have allowed a senator to serve as a voting member on the President's Council.
Rives did, however, extend
an invitation to three campus
groups to meet with administrative officials once a month during the academic year.
"After consultation with the
President's Council concerning
the request of the Faculty
Senate to designate a faculty
member as a member of the
council, I have determined that
such ~ction would be inappropriate," Rives said in a statement released from University
Relations. "The council deals
with collective bargaining and
personnel matters, for example, making it inappropriate to
have a member of the bargaining unit serve on the council.
"Council members,, and, 1,
however...., cµ~ ..v¥r:.y~'mupli:iQ..
favor of increased communication among faculty, staff, students and the administration.
To further that objective and in
keeping with the spirit of the
Faculty Senate discussion, I
am establishing a once-amonth meeting during the academic year with the following
participants ... "
Rives listed the four vice
presidents, the Faculty Senate
chair, the Civil Service Council
chair and the student body
president as invitees to the
meetings.
Originally, Rives criticized
the proposal and said that
Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter was "not living up to
his end of the bargain" by failing to let Rives know of the
minutes and agenda of the
senate meeting.
"Perhaps David Carpenter

Stan Rives

would let the president become
a member of the Faculty
Senate,"
Rives
said.
"(Carpenter and I) had an
agreement that I would share
the agenda and the minutes of
the President's Council meeting, which we have be1rt-~
_.<Wjng.,:: ~pd Carpenter would C:t<t!~
the same with the Faculty'
Senate meetings, Rives said. "I
learned of the action not by the
agenda or the minutes, but by
a message dropped off at my
office. Mr. Carpenter is not living up to his end of the bargain."
When told of Rives ' comments, Carpenter responded: "I
find it sadly characteristic of Dr.
Rives to respond to The News'
questions about the senate's
proposal in such a contentiously accusatory way.
"The senate has always sent
(Rives) the minues of all of it~
meetings, at the end of which is
always a tentative agenda for
the next meeting," Carpenter
said. "The senate itself made
the proposal. (Rives') proposal
that the senate would permit
Dr. Rives to be a part of the
Faculty Senate is absurd."

Local physician appointed to BOG .. ...
..-

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Editor in chief
A Charleston physician was
one of two new appointments to
the Board of Governors, in tum
ending the terms of the board's
chair and vice chair.
The state Senate approved
Gov. Jim Edgar's appointment
of Charleston's Mack Hollowell
to a four-year term and Daniel
Goodwin to a six-year term,
replacing Chair James Althoff
and his Vice Chair Ray Wilson.
"I was delighted that he
made the recommendation ,"
the 71-year-old Hollowell said.
"It is my feeling that Charleston
has not had a representative,
that Charleston needs a representative so that Charleston

...

gets its fair share of the appro- . • Edgar later appointed MhQff to ..-:
the Illinois Lottery Commission. ' : -•
priations."
In July, the BOG elected
Edgar denied allegations that
he hired Hollowell as a favor to Robert Ruiz and Wilma Sutton
Rives, who will be evaluated in as its interim chair and vice
August with the four other uni- chair, marking the first time that
versity presidents under the minorities have led a university
BOG's governance. Hollowell, system in Illinois' history.
Ruiz, an attorney from the
who delivered both of Edgar's
children, is close friends with soutwest Chicago suburb of
Beverly, becomes the first
Rives and the governor.
Althoff, who was ousted with Hispanic to lead _an Illinois unione year remaining on his term versity system. He has been a
as the BOG chair, said he was trustee on the board since 1983
disappointed that he was not and has never been a chair or
reappointed. "I would have at vice chair.
Sutton, an African-American
least liked to have finished my
term as chairman," said Althoff, from Chicago's Hyde Park, has
a 12-year board member. It was served on the BOG for 1O
the first time in BOG history that years. She, too, has yet to
a chair and/or vice chair was serve as one of the board's
leaders.
unable to finish his term.
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Jerry's Pizza & Pu
1113 Lincoln
345-4269
Tues. & Thurs. 9 am - 7 pm
9 am - 5 pm
Wed. & Fri.
Sat.
8 am - 2 pm

Women's Haircut
Men's Haircut
Perm Special
Spiral

345-2844 ,

WHY

$10.00
$ 8.50
$30.00
$40.00

PLAY
GAMES?

Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza a
Quart of Coke

$7.50

$5.95

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

-- Small Two
lngred~nt Pizza a
Quart ofCoke

$8.95

$6.90

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Welcome Back
.. Your Sweetheart
-.w.ith our Sweetheart
Roses Special!
One Dozen w/vase
$15.95
Two Dozen w/vase
$21.95

Noble Flower Shop
503 Jefferson
North of the Post Office

345-7007 .

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Wplgreens can fill your prescription from back home ..
Just bring in your bottle and we will do the rest!
SPIRAL
NOTEBOOKS
120 page
~-reg.1.89
.fl'llalj

~

10
PACK
PENCILS
#2 Lead

reg. 99¢

1"

'~ WELCOMES
~ Catholic

Duo Tang

-4~:1$~~:

11111

~ Newm~n

2
POCKET
FOLDERS

YOU! .

, Center

Saturday, 6:30 p.m. Buzzard Auditorium
Sunday, 11 :00 a.m. Buzzard Auditorium
Wednesday, 9:00 p.m. Newman Chapel
(The Newman Center is located
at the corner of 9th and Lincoln)

Phone: 348-0188
SEE OTHER ADS FOR MORE INFO

.

BATHROOM
TISSUE

WOODBURY
·SOAP

ALARM
CLOCK

Chambly

Bath size bar

Ingraham Electric
reg. 5.99

8 rolls

Mass: (Starting August 17th)

·~~,

~

reg. 1.99

.$129

6/$122

COKE,
PEPSI
MT. DEW
2 liter

GE
LIGHT
BULBS
Pack of 3

reg. 1.99

EVIAN
DRINKING
WATER
1 Liter

reg. 1.39

99¢ 0 99¢ 99¢
·-·-~'

Growing phase

Meow!

After years of planning
Greek Court nears
completion of Phase 111
this fall.

Three-day "Panther
Preview" offers a wave
•
of activities for
incoming students.
Page58

•
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RAIPH SORDYL, JR. I Photo intern

The 70,000-plus square foot Rec Center under construction.

A welcomed addition
Student Recreation Center set for fall opening
MIKE CHAMBERS
ff writer

Construction on the new Student
ecreation Center addition to Lantz
ym is in its last stage and is expectto open on Aug. 15, almost a year
er construction began, a Physical
nt director said.
Bruce Michael said workers are
rrently laying the hardwood floors,
hich will take some time, but that the
ork is "going great" and the center
·u likely open on schedule.
Carol Pyles, dean of the College of

Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, who has worked closely
with the contruction of the Rec Center,
said, "We hope to have it manned the
first day of class."
Pyles said the 70,500 square-foot
addition to the north side of Lantz
Gyn, will "just meet the needs" of the
growing university campus which has
doubled in population and interest in
recreational sports over the last three
decades.
The $6.4 million air-conditioned
addition will house eight basketball
courts, a one-eighth mile indoor

"..

'

track, a weight room for approximately 11 O people, and up to eight
multi-purpose rooms for activities
such as aerobics, martial arts and
ballet, as well as a lounge and office
space which will supplement the current facilities at Lantz, Buzzard and
·
McAffee gyms.
The facility was designed by Bob
Gruber, a Champaign architect from
Rettburg and Gruber Associates, with
an eye on the future. Gruber was the
same architect who designed the
Lumpkin College of Business building.
''This was being studied five years

ago, and when it was designed we
tried to look at what Eastern will need
for as long as 20 years down the road
as far as recreational trends," Pyles
said.
This crystal-ball architecture can be
seen in a simple floor plan of the addition, which makes accommodations
for "future additions" on both levels as
well as the eight multi-purpose rooms.
"The courts can be used for several
sports. It might be aerobics this year,
but later they may be used for dance, n

"Continued on page 28
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WELCOME TO
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TED'S

DOZEN RED ROSES
$ 14.95 WRAPPED
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES

Wednesday-Friday-Saturday

Live Bands
Thursday-Draft Nite

$8.95

• DJ "Jupe" playing lots of your
favorite music

cash-n-carry

ake Ted's Your Favorite Bar for
Live Entertainment

1335 Monroe
0

_f?ining & Lounge

. .~me, C<?oking Away From Home"
• I...

ours

Affordable Dining

on.-Sun.
11 am-1 O pm Dining
~1 am-1 am Lounge

VASED

· - $3 .-95 & up

'

Happy face, baggy clothes,
and floppy shoes . . .
.Everyone loves a clown, but
YOU don't have
to look like one!

ristian Campus Fellowship

I 0 I W. Lincoln
345-1442

Wednesday Night Bible Study
7p.m.

Open
7 a.m. - I 0 p.m. Daily

day Morning Praise & Worship
@ 10:30 a.m.

·Better College Living
From Witmer

ME for Bash Week Activities
August 20-23
featuring: Free Food, Fun &
Fellowship

4 DRAWER

ecial concert by: Jeff Moody
2231 S. ·4th -(behind Lawson Hall)

CHEST

OAK FINISH
for rides or info call:

345-6990

$77

·~~-·WELCOMES

'~
man
tholic
nter

for EXTRA

Storage Needs

YOU!

ROOM SIZE

Opening Weel<
.
Events:

CARPET REMNANTS

1/2
Price

day, Aug. 18 - COOK-OUT - Noon:
(Next to University Courts)

nesday, Aug. 21 - MASS - 9:00 p.m. ·

t

•

(Newman Center)

nday, Aug. 25- PARTY -4:00-7:00 p.m.
Music by the Grooves

_.

(Newman Center)
·

Daily

·

9-5

(The Newman Center is located
at the corner of 9th and Lincoln)

Sat.

9-3

Phone: 348-0188·
'

.

SEE OTHER ADS FOR MORE INFO

1400

LINCOLN AVE.

348-0178

Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

The University Theatre 1991 - 1992
SUBSCRIPTION SEASON One Play Free!
* SAVE as a season subscriber, you save $1
Mainstage or All Shows!

*HAVE GUARANTEED SEATS

off the regular ticket price for each of our productions plus one free show! Three options to choose from: Studio,
OF YOUR CIJOICE: subscribe early and have choice seats each time you attend the fheatre on your scheduled

performarice or matinee.

* ENJOY.CONVENIENT TICKET EXCHANGE:

should you find yourself unable to attend your scheduled performance, exchanges can be made
up to 24 hours before performance time for the best seats available.
* HURRY ... sale ends October 20th. The earlier you subscribe, the better the selection. This season we've added a few additional performances to the run o
each show to make it easier for you to get the very best seats possible!
*ADVANCE NOTICE ... subscribers receive first chance at purchasing additional tickets for friends before ticket sales are open to the general public.
I

HERE'S OUR EXCITING LINEUP ...

"_'t
...

·,. t.,· . ··":

OPTION 1 - Studio Season
STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF A musical comedy by Anthony Newley and Leslie Bricusse

8 p.tn. September 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 2 p.m. September 15, 22 in the Playroom

'NIGHr"f MOTHER

A drama by Marsha Norman

8 p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 2 p.m. November 10, 17 in the Playroom

BURN THIS

A critically acclaimed play by Lanford Wilson

8 p.m. March 5, 6, 7,12,13,14 and 2 p.m. March 8, 15 in the Playroom

,

rship Production)

v

.

.. J7, 18, 19 and 2 p~m. Octo~r

HE WIZARD

ot= :oz (Toto's Story)

13, 20 in the The;;i~re

(Scholarship Production)

7 p.m. April 8,9., ~0,11 ~ 2 p.m. April 12 in the Theatre

OPTION III - Mainstage Season
Get all six productions _plus STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF when you select this optl~nf

* EASY TO ORDER:

* FILL OUT the enclosed mail order form and return with your payment.
* REMEMBER: The earlier you subscribe, the better your seats!
* GIVE A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to a friend, family member or business associate.
For additional forms or information please call us at (217) 581-3110.

Single seat tickets may be purchased for each of our productions. Prices are $6 for adults, $5 for senior citizen and youth, and $3 for EIU students. Tickets for STOP T
WORLD are $8, $6 and $4. Group rates are available. Ticket sales begin on Monday proceeding the opening night of each show. The University Ticket Office is open from 1
p.m. Monday through
Friday in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Call 581-3110 for reservations
and ticket information.
.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------UNIVERSITY THEATRE 1991 - 92 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM:
Select from these three options
A h
· l ·
OPTION I: STUDIO SEASON .
t t ese specia pnces
3 Plays
Adult
Senior Youth
EIU Student
& Musical
$17
$13
$13
$7
OPTION II: MAINSTAGE SEASON
Street
3 Plays
Adult
Senior Youth
EIU Student
& Musical
$17
$13
$13
$7
OPTION III:
All 7 shows for
Adult
Senior Youth
EIU Student
the low price of
$32
$25
$25
$13

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State__ Zip_ _- f
Phone (

.,.,

) day:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

evening: _ _ _ _ __

CIRCLE ONE DATE FOR EACH SHOW

TUE
STOP

AMERICA
MOTHER

ERRORS

BURN

oz

ONE ACTS
ONE ACTS

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

.18
16
13
19

19
17
14
20
12

20
18

21
19

15
21

16
22

22
20
17
23

13

14

15

1

2

3

SUN
/

..

All sunday matinees at 2:00 p.m. all other performances at 8:00 p.m. except the Wizard of Oz at 7:00 p.m.

Please send me_ season ticket(s) at$_ each for Option 0 I 0 II
0 Please charge to my: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard · Name on Card:

0 III. Enclosed is my payment of$_ _ . Make check payable to "Eastern Illinois University."
Card Number
Exp. date

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Rec center
*From page 1B
Pyles said.
Pyles said the Recreation
Center Planning Committee,
made up of members of the
Student Senate, faculty and
administration, researched a
series of studies on recreation
to make the Rec Center adaptable to national trends in recreation.
"For example," Pyles said,
''there are no racquetball courts
in the new addition. This is
because of the expense to build
a racquetball court is great while
national trends indicate that racquetball's popularity is waning."
And for the future?
Pyles said the university-wide
plan for growth already includes
a proposal for another indoor
tennis court and a swimming
pool, possibly in the next five
years.
But a little history of the
Recreation Center shows how
precarious its inception was.
A referendum during the Fall
1989 Student Senate elections
asked students if they were in
favor of paying for a recreational
facility. Of the approximately
1,500 students who voted on
the issue, a number representing roughly less than 10 percent
of the university campus, the
measure won by only 34 votes.
University officials decided
that this was enough of a mandate to begin construction on
the facility, which will cost students $55 a semester included
in their $338.85 activity fee. The
timing was probably as good as
it would get.
Though records from a 1987
Student Senate referendum
asking whether students favor
the construction of a recreational facility show that of the 1,706
voters, a record turnout, 1, 140
voted ''yes."
A year later, however, a similar recreation center referendum
failed amidst two consecutive
tuition increases totaling $210,
according to an earlier News
report.
"I think the timing is off
because of the money thing. We
have to stop digging into students' pockets," said Ken Wake,
1990 financial vice president, "I
would have rather seen a library
addition built."
But the administration's position on the proposal was that
current intramural and extracurricular sports of a 10,000-plus
campus population were being
served by facilities designed for
6,500 people.
Additionally, a 1989 Student
Senate survey of 650 student
respondents found that 85 percent to 90 percent of all students use campus recreational
facilities, and also that "more
than half of the students" surveyed felt that current recreational facilities are inadequate.
The 1989 survey also
showed that 79 percent surveyed voted yes to having an
additional recreation facility.
But administrators are confident that the Rec Center will
serve the university well, with
more space, new equipment
and expanded hours. The center will be open from 6 a.m. to
midnight on weekdays. It also
has an elevator for handicapped
access, a feature lacking in the
original plans.
Other new features of the
center include meeting rooms, a
lounge and a new guest policy
that .allows students to bring a
guest for a cost of $4.

.A FRIEND TO TALK TO?
Greg will listen
• Confidential, non-judgmental

Episcopal Campus Ministry
Father Greg Stevens
2202 S. 4th St.
Wesley Foundation Building
(Across 4th St. from Lawson Hall)
RALPH SORDYL JR./Photo intern
All that remains to be done on the new Lantz Gym addition is
laying the hardwood floors. A dedication ceremony is scheduled
for Sept. 12.

348-8191
234-6970
3-5 p.m. every Tues
6:30-8 p.m. every Thur
Feel free to call at other times.
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CoACH
EDDY S
Fanther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STReET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARe
ONE BLOCK NORTH 01' OLD MAIN

WELCOME BACK SALE MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
AUGUST l 9TH THRU AUGUST 25TH

New NIKE Shoes All Ladies ASICS
Men's - Women's

Now

Saucony Running
Shoes

Men's - Women's

X-Trainers & Running

Now

REEBOK

Men's - Women's

Now

rJr;;n"'f ~T
All PKO-TEAM
T's & Jersey's

Au BASEBALL lt
SofTBALL EQUIPMENT

Bats, Balls,

OCEAN PACIFIC
Swim wear & Active wear

NIKE & RUSSELL
GOLF SHIRTS &
PANTS

Now

.,
y

Welcome
Students!
Up, Up &Away
Balloonery .
1503 7th St.

345-9462

Visa I MasterCard accepted

Review
Greetings newcomers to
harleston, home of Eastern
llinois University, Abraham
incoln's parents and Governor
im Edgar (not necessarily in
at order) . You may have a few
uestions, such as:
"Who put Carman Hall eight
iles away from campus?"
"What in the world is a Texas
raw Hat aod will I want to eat
ne when I see it?"
"Where in the hell did I pack
y underwear?"
"When does the ski hill open?"
"Why isn't there any parking,
ywhere, anytime?"
"How am I supposed to know
ere the Charleston hot spots
re?"
You're on your own with the
rst five questions, but the sixth
estion is something the The
aily Eastern News is here to
swer.
Perhaps one of the most
ular extracurricular activities
tudents enjoy, when not study'ng (for parents' consumption
nly), is meeting friends at
many of the local bars in town.
And thanks to local leaders,
9-year-old Eastern students
n be admitted into most bars
but don't try any funny stuff II the bars card.
For a guided tour of all
hucktown's popular watering
les, grab all the identification
ou can carry, and come along

to:
E.L. Krackers, 1405 4th St.
lugged as "the big blue box
~~s./ ._it's one of the few
'®.e;t?.~r~. i_n Charleston.
htire's ·us'l:lally a $2 cover
harge - bummer - but the
usic's hot and so's the spot.
Krackers serves a wide array
of mixed drinks and beer labels,
as well as some good food on
the restaurant side.
Friends and Company, 509

Van Buren Ave., is like Cheers
only with pimples. With a wide
selection of drinks as well as a
pretty mean kitchen staff ,
Friends is the kind of bar you'll
want to spend some time in.
Good food, cold beer and
occasionaly a good band in the
back - this place has personality.
Ike's Little Campus, 411
Lincoln Ave. Right across from
Old Main, Ike's is known as a
Greek hang-out but is not exclusively for greek patrons. So
stop in for the infamous 4
o'clock club on Friday's, have a
beer and watch the ivy grow
across the street.
Charleston's oldest bar also
has a compact disk juke box
and a pop-a-shot basketball
game. How's that for tradition?
Jerry's Pizza & Pub, 320
Lincoln Ave. This basement
pub, across from Pemberton
Hall, caters to mostly lower
classmen and also has a strong
pizza following in the upstairs
restaraunt.
At the bar, don't forget to ask
for a slammer shot - trust us on
this one.
Davidson's Reflections,
506 W. Lincoln Ave., formerly
Boomer's With a Twist, is under
new management this year. If
you're 21 years old - and a
Bears' fan - come on by and
watch the games on the big
screen TV on Sundays. Yes,
they're open on Sunday! And
while you're watching the game,
don't forget to stuff your face at
the $4 all-you-can-eat buffet.
Marty's, 1466 4th St., locat· ed -dHectJy across from the
Lincoln," Stevenson, and
Douglas Hall complex. You'll
find a veritable Chex Mix of
campus culture here. No
stereotypes allowed.
This sports bar is a popular
place to watch all kinds of

RALPH SORDYL, JR./ Photo intern
If you're looking for a good game of pool you don't have to look very far when the sun goes down
in Charleston. Stop by Stix, with its 12 slated pool tables.

sports, especially Monday Night
Football.
Marty's is. host to a Saturday
afternoon dart tournament as
well as a popular weekday
lunch hangout.
Mike and Stan's Stable, 504
Monroe Ave. Formerly Chink's,
this is a place worth getting up
for - or in most cases simply
never going to bed for.
Opening at 6 a.m., Mike and
Stan's is one of only two
Charleston morning/night life
spots. Mix three scoops of
Charleston natives with one
scoop of Eastern students and
shake vigerously - that's the
recipe for Mike and Stan's
crowd.
But don't try to stay up for
this bar if you're not 21 - they
card!

Mother's, 506 Monroe Ave.,
(Freshmen be warned, veterans
call it "Mom's.")
Mom's is a large, antique,
sign-studded drinking establishment which features DJ-spun
mixes from progressive to rock
to pop to the "Brady Bunch"
theme song (a sing-along). The
area in front of the DJ booth
sometimes becomes a crazed
dance floor around midnight..
This bar generally draws a
fairly large crowd, so lines out
front aren't unheard of. Mom's
also has the only Foosball table
in town.
Roe's Tavern, 41 O 6th St.,
received some major renovations this summer, including the
addition of ceiling fans, air conditioning and a shooter bar.
Pool tables, a full-length bar

and private booths in the back
for, well, privacy, Roe's also has
some of the best local rock-nroll upstairs, and some of the
worst - you decide.
St ix; 1412 4th St., is celebrating its first anniversary on
Sept. 5. This brand new, airconditioned billards establishment has 12 slate pool tables,
rented by the hour. Yea, it's_ a
pool hall.
The beer garden outside
serves grilled foods and, like
everywhere else, there's always
draft beer. Inside, the bar has
nearly any alcoholic concoction
imaginable and Chicago-style
pizza, made to order and sold
by the slice or the whole pie.
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N 6th
St., is a bit off the beaten path,
• Continued on page 13

Nightclub tnakes sober choice
By MIKE CHAMBERS
Staff writer

Four years ago Tony Soper
decided to fight fire with fire.
He was continually hearing
students say they went to the
nightclubs in town because
there wasn't any other place to
go. So he gave them a place
to go on a Friday night: A
nightclub.
"The bars in town are about
the biggest problem Charleston has," he said. "This just
gives students a place to go
on Friday nights."
Soper, a Methodist minister
at the Wesley Foundation, with
the help of students of the
foundation and a local Sunday
school class, converted the
2202 S. Fourth St. basement
into what is known as The

Lighthouse, complete with
lights, a juice· bar and a disc
jockey.
"We had a whole basement
at the Wesley Foundation
which was just waiting for a
specific purpose. So I painted
the walls black, for the nightclub effect, and rigged up
lights for special effects,"
Soper said.
The Lighthouse offers students who do not drink a place
to dance, with tunes served up
by the DJ from such artists as
INXS, Mariah Carey, M.C.
Hammer, the Eurythmics, U2,
new wave as well as rap and
house music. The Lighthouse
also plays some religious rock.
"(However) we don't play
heavy metal or some artists
like Madonna," Soper said.
"It's just not congenial to what

the Wesley Foundation is
about."
The Lighthouse has a concession stand where students
can purchase snacks for a
"nominal fee" and soft drinks
are available.
There's usually a pretty
good crowd, Soper said, drawing on the average 65 to 70
people.
"What we're trying to provide is a bar-type atmosphere,
where students can relax with
their friends, have a terrific
time and remember it the next
morning," he said.
The Lighthouse will be open
the first week of school, Aug.
18-24 on Sunday, Monday and
Friday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
And during the school year it
will be open of Friday nights
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Gus Bus again will combat DUI
With the inception of the Gus Bus last fall
there's no longer any reason, or excuse, to
risk the drive to and from the Charleston bars.
And, indeed, about 750 people every weekend last year agreed, according to Bret Gerber
who served on one of the founding committees.
And Gerber is confident that the Gus Bus
will be just as popular this year.
Though no scheduled route has been
announced at press time the weekend-only
service, founded by the lntertraternity Council
· " •.,_ r

1o>W·¥ii••~•1r••-•

will likely make stops at each bar in town and
also at some residence halls again this year.
University Police Chief Tom Larson hailed
the service as "very beneficial" in preventing
drunk driving and Gerber agrees that it has
"definitely cut down on the problem of drinking
and driving."
The bus will be funded largly by local bar
owners again this year, and currently plans are
underway to rent another bus.

......... " . - ...
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Second City comedy looking for laughs this fat
8v MIKE CHAMBERS
Staff writer
Eastern's University Board, which
schedules campus entertainment,
has quite a bit on tap to warm up the
chilly fall sememster, including the
nationally touring Second City comedy troupe from Chicago.
"Getting off to a good start is our
main plan," said Trevor Brown, UB
chairman. "(And) we're going to get
off to a good start with Second City."
Second City, described by Time
magazine as ,"a temple of satire,"
has been together since 1959 and
this fall marks its third year at
Eastern, playing to a sellout crowd
last year. It consists of a comedy
troupe of about eight performers who
do improvisational satire using sometimes only as much as a chair and
some backlighting.
Two 90-minute shows are scheduled for 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. on Aug.
28, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Shows are rehearsed, but most are
born from spontaneity at the end of
each night's performance, where the
audience is asked to yell out ideas to
the cast members where they race
backstage to costume and "come out

The Second City comedy troupe is sure to tickle your funnybone. Cast members
are, top left; Aaron Rhodes, Jimmy Doyle. Bottom row; John Hillbreth, Nancy
Schmid, Kyle Kolerider-Kurgh, John Theis, Nia Vardlalos, Tracy Thorpe.
swinging."
Admission is $3 for students and
$5 for the general public.
The UB will begin its season with a
Hot Mix Dance Party at 9 p.m. on
Aug 24 in the Union'a Grand
Ballroom. The Hot Mix Dance Party is
a "state-of-the-art" show featuring the
latest in high-tech musical entertain-

ment. The event will feature disc
jockey Scott "Smokin" Silz, who will
spin music from house to new wave,
rap to Top 40 and is sponsored by
Coca-Cola.
The event will cost $1 at the door
and will offer drinks and free T-shirts
and button giveaways throughout the
evening.

"The mixer is a good way to m
new people so it is particularly i
for incoming freshmen," Brown sai
Also, the UB will hold a "
Recruitment Carnival" Aug. 24 on
Library Quad. The event is desig
to recruit new members to the
and will have carnival games, pri
and treats and will feature the Jes
White Tumblers.
"The carnival is a new idea, es
cially for recruitment. This way,
can make it an event so the focu
off recruitment," Brown said.
"Also the carnival and the hot
party is a good way to get the fre
men out," he added.
Jazz enthusiasts won't want
miss the Christopher Holliday Qua
in the Grand Ballroom Oct.
Holliday, a 21-year-old saxapho
player described by Downbeat ma
zine as evoking "the intensity of
John Coltrane Quartet ," has tou
across the country and so far has
two albumns, both reaching num
six on Billboard jazz charts.
The concert begins at 8 p.m .
Movies on tap for the fall inclu
New Jack City, Sleeping with t
Enemy, Misery, and Home Alone.
movies begin at 8 p.m. in the Gra
Ballroom and admission is $1 for s
dents with IDs .
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Econo

RENTS
CANOES & KAYAKS
••••

Enjoy an Outing on the
Scenic Embarras river

~Q.dg~

••••

Park at Canoe Ltd., take
a bus upstream and end the
9 or 15 mile outing
where your car is parked.
(A 3 to 5 or 5 to 7 hour
journey for most paddlers)

••••

Call in advance if you
need bus transportation to
Canoe Ltd. and back to
Eastern for a group.

• • • •

For info write:

207 Lincoln Ave.

CANOE LIMITED
Rt. 1, Box 250A
Greenup, IL 62428

or call: 217 /923-2707

Phone

FAX

217-345-6313

217-345-6314

Typing Services
Offset Printing
Copying (self serve also)

MUCHMORE!

Have FUN with Friends!

1111
------

FALL 1991

Sept. 26 & 27 - w~w,g,jflffi
Buzzard B~dh:g
Oct. 3 & 4 - 'IHE FWE HEAR1BEATS
Grand Ballroom
Oct. 25 - MISERY
B. . . 11 _.
University C1ll.l
O<?m
Nov. 14 & 15 - HOd!AfE AWdingiNE
.
B11zrn Buildil

Fresh
Flowers

Green
Plants

FLORISTS AND GIFTS

Balloons

Stuffed
Animals

1100 Lincon Ave. • 345-5808

3 Blocks from Campus

Showtlmes are at 8:00 pm
Admission $1.00 w/m

We Accept every major credit card by phone
'"'

~ ·-~---

217-345-7689

LA WYER AND RICHIE

Sept. 5 & 6 - AWAKENINGS
.
University Ballroom

'~···....-

810 W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston

PRESENTS

COMING
AITRACTIONS

,.•"",.' ..

* NEWEST MOTEL
*FREEH.B.O
* FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
* QUEEN-KING BEDS
*D.D.PHONE

.... .... ·.. '.......
~
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ew in town?
astern offers 'Panther Preview' for incoming students
The welcome this year's cennial class will receive at orintation may offer a surprise:
un.
That's the idea behind
anther Preview."
"It's a fun way to learn about
the university," said Tom
aulkner, acting director of the
'entation.
Panther Preview is a threey wave of activties beginning
ug. 17 with Panther Move-In
ay. Formerly called Rookie
unners, Panther Pals will be
elping students move in while
romoting the preview's activi'es. Throughout the preview,
tudents will be issued free
astern novelties such as penis, paper, buttons, stickers and
anything else with an EIU logo,"
they are involved with the preiew activities, said Martha
rice, student body president
d one of the coordinators for
anther Preview.
"We want to give freshman a
eal sense of both school and
· community," Price said.
At 2:30 p.m. on that same
y in the Old Main parking lot,
II international students are
ncouraged to attend the
ernational Panther Bus Tour.
"The bus tour will get them
quainted with the Mattoon/
rleston area," Faulkner said.
A Welcome Back Party will
e held at 8 p.m . in the
iversity Ballroom, where

there will be dance music and
refreshments for students to
enjoy.
Panther Welcome Day begins
the next day at 3:30 p.m. at the
Campus Pond. Minority students will be able to meet with
National Panhellenic Council
members at a picnic designed to
recruit students for minority fraternities and sororites.
At 4 p.m. at the Campus
Pond (rain location in Lantz
Gym) will be the other Welcome
Day Picnic for all other students.
Attending the picnic will be
Eastern's cheerleaders and the
dance team Pink Panthers. Both
will be promoting school spirit.
At the picnic, students will
receive a free T-shirt with the
Panther Preview logo.
An EIU Scavenger Hunt will
be begin at 6 p.m. at the
Campus Pond, where students
will learn basic information
about the campus through a
hunt and not the traditional campus tour. Price said students will
be given clue's for different locations on campus and will receive
free Eastern novelties when the
students reach their destinations.
The Panther Wares Fair will
begin at 7 p.m. in the Lantz
Gym balcony, with local businesses advertising their products, providing coupons and giving free samples.
Panther Pride Day, with the
theme "Bring Your Own
Banana," or B.Y.O.B., begins at
5 p.m. on Monday at the Library

Quad. Students will make their
own sundaes with all the other
essentials provided.
Tuesday will mark the most
structured of the preview .Panther Issues Day. At 9 a.m., a
workshop entitle It's A Different
World Series in the University
Union opens the activities, followed by a series of mini-workshops that will provide students
with information on the counseling center, date rape, what to do
on your first day of class, where
to go for academic help, AIDS
and alcohol. .
"(The series) does some
skits, role playing and talks
about issues facing college students," Faulkner said.
As college students know,
one question that is always
asked is "What's your major?"
For freshman, the apprehensive
answer is usually undecided. At
1 p.m. in the University Union,
the Panther Academic Fair will
provide students with a sampling of majors the university
offers.
"Faculty from all different
departments will come in with
information on their majors,"
Price said.
Because of the uniqueness of
the centennial class, Price said
there will be elections for class
officers who will be responsible
for fundraising a centennial gift
to be dedicated at the celebration in 1995.
"(We hope to elect) a set of
people that hopefully can get
monies together," Price said,
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adding that the funds would go
toward a statue, benches in the
Library Quad or something that
celebrates the centennial class.
Price added that class officers
differ from student senate members in that the class officers are
solely responsible for fundrais-

ing and promoting class spirit.
Rolfe Carawan, a motivational speaker who will be speaking
on the ways to make college life
easier and productive will wrap
up the preview at 7 p.m. in the
University Ballroom.

All pizzas offered with FREE extra
cheese and FREE choice of crust!

r.-------------;-i r.-------------:-1

ALWAYS DELIVERED
HOT N' FRESH

r.-------------:-i

I
i

TIMEFORA
STUDY BREAK.

I GOT THE MUNCHIES.
(I NEED A PIZZA!)
FEED THE NEED. GET A MEDIUM
PIZZA FOR SMALL PIZZA PRICE.

TAKE A BREAK AND FEED YOUR
FACE. GET A LARGE PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PIZZA PRICE.
LATE NIGHT ONLY: 10 P.M.-CLOSE.
BUY A LARGE PIZZA
& PAY THE MEDIUM
PIZZA PRICE.
Good thru:
•
PLUS TAX
9-15-91
Large extra
ADDITIONAL
cheese pizza only.
TOPPINGS EXTRA

LATE NIGHT ONLY: 10 P.M.-CLOSE.
BUY A MEDIUM PIZZA
& PAY THE SMALL

THE GANG'S TOGETHER
AGAIN, CELEBRATE WITH 5
LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZAS
WITH EXTRA CHEESE FOR

PIZZA PRICE.
Good thru:
9-15~91
•

ONLY

,

Medmm
extra cheese
pizza only.

609

Valid at panicipating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery areas limited to ensure
safe driving. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
coupons do not need to be redeemed in any order.

L-------------.J

LET THE PARTY :
BEGIN!
:

521

PLUS TAX

Good thru: •
9.15.91

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery areas limited to ensure
safe driving. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
coupons do not need to be redeemed in any order.
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PLUS TAX
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l{EUSE UNTIL_
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EXP. 9-15-91

COLLEGE LIFE CALLS FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA

EXP. 9-15-91

OFFER GOOD FROM
11 AM-4 PM
Good thru: 9-15-91

PLUS TAXI

Valid at pankipating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery areas limited to ensure
safe driv ing. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
coupons do not need to be redeemed in any order.

.
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We accept all competitors delivery coupons
for delivery & all competitors carryout
coupons for carryout.

5 88
·

THE PARTY'S OVER.

WHEN YOU'RE RECOVERING FROM
THE NIGHT BEFORE ENJOY THE
MORNING AFfER WITH A MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZA WITH EXTRA
CHEESE AND TWO ICE COLD COKES
OR DIET COKES ONLY.

2495:

Suner

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
ONE MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA
WITH EXTRA CHEESE.
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Deal

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
CALL NOW!

MADE WITH THE FINEST INGREDIENTS
QUALITY FROM TOP TO BOTIOM

599

PLUS TAX

~-·

1

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery areas limited to ensure
safe driving. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
coupons do not need.to be redeemed in any order.

~-------------

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
CALL NOW!
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Is greek life for you?
By EVE1TE PEARSON
and SUZANNE OLIVER
Staff writers

Scholarship, Service and
Leadership.
These are the three pillars of
Eastem's Greek system which
encompasses nine fraternities,
eight sororities, five minority
fraternties and four minority
sororities.
Students interested in the
Greek system can participate in
sorority or fraternity rush, where
various houses host a series of
parties to become acquainted
with the chapter members.
Facing the first year of college as a minority student on a
predominantly white campus
can be rough. However, Eastern
has an outlet to make the transition more smoothly: A minority
Greek system.
"We are here to serve the
community and do whatever is
necessary to make going to college easier to handle, especially
for the freshman," said Cawanna Wright, member of Zeta
Phi Beta, a sister organization to
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity which
began in 1920.
All nine of the black Greek
chapters are governed by the
National Panhellenic Council,
which provides equal opportunity on campus and allows the
organizations to function under
one council.
The NPHC All Greek Rush
will be held at 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
on Sept. 25 in the University
Grand Ballroom.
All of the minority organizations serve communities world-

See greek court
construction.
Page 78.
wide. Some of the service projects include donating money to
UNICEF, the Free South Africa
Fund and donating monies to
many research foundations.
During Panhellenic and
lnterfratemity rush, students and
chapter members choose a
selection. At rush's end, the
chapter houses will have pared
down their selections, and on
Bid Night, a rushee must turn in
his or her list of four preferred
houses.
"It's a mutual selection process," said Eileen Sullivan,
assistant director of student
activities/greek affairs.
Sorority rush will be held Aug.
18-23 and fraternity rush will be
held Aug. 25-30.
According to Sullivan, all
rushees must pay a non-refundable $15 that is funneled to pay
for a computer program that
schedules and collects all rush
information and pays for all rush
informational booklets.
Gretchen Meilahn, a member
of Alpha Gamma Delta, said
that most everyone· should go
through rush and "keep an open
mind."
A student will then be considered a pledge for about a
semester, depending on which
chapter he or she has pledged.
During that time, a student will
attend various functions
designed for them to get to
know the Greek members and
the history of the chapter.

ON THE
CHARLESTON
SQUARE

Treasure Island

", "USED"

· , :";
·

SATURDAY!
SEPT. 28TH

New Posters $1 ® ea.
Hours M-S 10-5

MUSIC! FOOD!
& MORE!
BE THERE!

348-1041
We Deliver

'l

"The pledge process is really
to team a deeper understanding
and learn the moral and ethical
points they (the chapters) are
founded on," Sullivan said.
Scholarship is a big part of
Greek life. Each house has specific scholarship programs to
encourage students to reach
their highest academic potential.
The Panhellenic Council,
which governs over the sororities, and the lnterfraternity
Council, which resides over the
fraternities, sponsor academic
programs such as the All-Greek
Scholarship Directory and
fratenity/sorority scholarship
round tables.
Another aspect is the service
contribution in which each chapter chooses its own charity or
community projects. In the past
years the Greek community has
aided UNICEF, Juvenile Diabetes, Peace Meals and visiting
the children's ward in Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center.
Leadership is another intergal
part of the Greek system for students who would want to take a
governing role in Greek life. Not
only can a student take on a
leadership position in his or her
own chapter but also in the
Panhellenic and lnterfraternity
Councils.
And of course, what Greeks
are best known for - both negatively and positively - is the
social funciton a greek lifestyle
can provide. Organizing theme
parties called ''functions," informal date parties and formal
dances not only breeds closeness among members but
between other chapters as well.

11 am - 11 pm
Mon-Sun.

345-2466

·Gyros
• Chicago Dogs
• Hamburgers
• Chicken Sandwich

• Italian Beef
·Meatball
·Mozzarella Sticks
• Fries

NANCY'S LETTERING SHOP
offers

Furniture
Clothing
Books
Jewelry

Welcome Back
Students
Play Coles County's
Newest Public Golf Course

) Central Illinois Taekwondo
V

''A Kick Above"

(!J
-.

. Programs Av~ilable:
Nationally
• Pressure Pomt
certified
• Break Prevention
. --= · •• blackbelt
• Sport Taekwondo
instructors
• Basic Self Defense
We are dedicated to giving you the most professional, well supervised and highest quality
classes available.

Ask about 1 week FREE to EIU Students
50 I 7th St. On the Square in Charleston
345-1411
235-6224

U-STORE WAREHOUSE
U-STORE
WAREHOUSE

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850

DON THOMASON-OWNER

HairBenders
1/2 Price Cut Specials
1st Time Clients
expires Oct. 21 w/coupon

345-6363
61 O W. Lincoln (Next to Jewel)

CUSTOM DESIGNS & LETIERING
SILK-SCREENING, EMBROIDERY,
MONOGRAM ING
SHIRTS, JACKETS, & CAPS
IN STOCK

"BUY OURS OR BRING YOURS"

1721 Madison Avenue

Charleston, IL 61920

Phone 217-345-6007

A Place to Grow . . .

A Place to Be ...

A Friendly Place!
* SUNDAY 5:00 - FREE SUNDAY SUPPER
*MONDAY 6:30- FOR FRESHMEN ONLY
6:30 - SERENDIPITY STUDY OF JAMES
* WEDNESDAY 7:00 - BIBLE STUDY I JOHN
9:30 COMMUNION
*THURSDAY 6:30 - BIBLE STUDY THE GOSPEL OF JOHN
* FRIDAY 9:00 TIL 1:00 - LIGHTHOUSE

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION - EIU
Across 4th from Lawson Hall
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME!

rURDAY, AUGUST

11, 1991

Note: M denotes fratenlty
F denotes sorority

N

.a®&.

GREEK COURT NORTH

~ TERRY'S BARBER

Sm1sr

1/2 blk. N. of Square on 7th
(Across from the Uptowner)

ALPHA PHI

ALPH~

'.[)

GAMMA OELTA

By appointment only
~Nexxus
_
Redken ~

[;

Phase II

345 6325

Pha5e I

~

DELTA ii$MA PHI

7 8

CAMPUS•

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS• PREVIEW

Carol s Cleaners
1

SIGM~ NU

SIGM~ CHI

I 0°/o DISCOUNT
ON ALL PREPAID ORDERS
*One Hour Service

PHI SGMA ~IGMA

* Alterations

345-3050
Uptown on 6th St

Phase I
Phase II
GREEK COURT SOUTH

Phase Ill
DELT~ CHI

Graphic courtesy Eastern Housing Office

completion of Phase Ill adds four greek chapters to Greek Court and relocates two others
in the $7 million complex. A tentative Phase IV of smaller housing units is being considered,
tingent on greek interest and enrollment.

ision becoIT).es. reality
ith Greek Court addition
began as a v ision more
two decades ago with in
m's administration.
S~b.sequen~ . y.earcS . of
~~ p.lan~iri°b . an~d $6 n:illaler the vision is entering
of its last stages, with the
completion of Greek Court's
elll.
he new $2.13 million addiwill house four greek chapand will compliment four
·ng buildings that make up
Greek Court project, now in
fourth year of construction.
As early as the 1970s, peoon campus wanted Greek
urt, but it hasn 't become a
ity until (1989)," said Lou
cken, director of Eastern
'ng.
tern first broke ground on
e I in 1988. That project
completed in a year by
rphy Builder 's Inc. of
· urg and the first chapters
ved into the two buildings
fall. One year later Phase II
two more housing comxes to the overall project.
Ill began fall of 1990 and
four additional chapters will
e in by the upcoming fall
ester, bringing the total to
residents.
n the beginning , Eastern
ing officials used the greek
munity model of Bowling
en University in Ohio for
as and information on the
· , as well as other univerfrom across the country.
Listing reasons for establish-

ing separate greek housing ,
Hencken said the university first
had conducted numerous studies of the relationship between
the progress of students who
live on campus compared to
those who choose to live off
CarTIJ?..US: Ttie results showed
that students who live on campus are more inclined to complete more hours , have better
living habits and are more likely
to graduate.
A second reason Hencken
cited was the poor condition of
the off-campus fraternity and
sorority houses which are not
part of the university's responsibility but reflect upon the school
even though they (the houses)
are off campus.
"Some were not in very good
shape," said Hencken , who
added that he was concerned
the housing conditions would
soon prove to be hazardous.
"Another reason is the
tremendous list for on-campus
housing . Where a Greek student might have stayed in the
residence halls to his junior
year; r:iow with Greek Court,
more rooms (in residence halls)
are opening up," Hencken said.
A fraternity or sorority must
have a maximum of 34 members to move into Greek Court.
The cost of housing for Greek
Court is the same as other residence halls, excluding the cost
of dues members pay for their
particular organization.
Nationwide, most universities
fund housing projects, such as
Greek Court, by selling revenue
bonds. It took about $18 million

in low-interest, 30-year revenue
bonds to finance Greek Court,
as well as Universiy Court and
the Rec Center.
Repaying the bonds to the
private investors will take a
while , but Henken said that
financing the projects in this
manner will save Eastern $6
million in the end.
"A lot of people think everything in the university is funded
through state dollars, but it is not
true (in the case of housing)," he
said.
Looking into a Phase IV,
Hencken said construction is
contingent with interest and
enrollment in the university. He
said that the building design
being considered is to have
smaller buildings which would
house smaller fraternities and
sororities, in particular the
minority greeks.
Hencken said that he has
heard that students in the
minoirity community feel excluded from Greek Court because
they don't have enough members for the requirement, but he
has never been personally
approached by any group.
"I haven't been approached
by a black fraternity or sorority.
One group made an appointment but never showed,"
Hencken said.
Using the example of Pi
Kappa Alpha, he said he
worked with the fraternity after
they applied for Greek Court to
raise their membership.
"I would be willing to work
with any fraternity or sorority to
build their numbers," he said.

1/2 blk. S. of Square
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Z' s Hair Design

:

:

-2 0% off haircare products

:

Paul Mitchell - Brocato - Nexxus
$ 5. 00 off haircut w I Angie or Melissa

:
:

1

:
I

Present coupon at time of service
Expires 9/21/ 91
- , ..

Classified ads
can do it for you I
Call 581-2812

:

I
1212 6th St.
345-5451 t
L---~-----· COUPON - ~---------.J

T-SHIRT

--

"HOT MIX DANCE PARTY"
Featuring Award Winning D~J.
Scott Smokln Sitz
Saturday, August 24, 1991
11

11

GRAND BALLROOM
9:00 P.M.-1 :00 A.M.
ADMISSION $1.00 W /l.D.

1111

UNIVERSITY
~"9..,AJ!2

__

--..,-~

~SHOOT_@
~THE~

.W
0RKS!
CASINO NIGHT THEME 9\RTV
1

featuring
GAM-BEL-FLING
•Roulette
•Black Jack

The Daily Eastern News

1

• Horse Races
• Beat the Dealer
•Dice Games
•AndMore!

WIN
Fabulous
Prizes I

aturday, ·August 17, 199
8:00 pm - 12:00 am
University Ballroom
Admission $1.00 w/ID

-
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Price: Campus
has a voice in
student senate
SUlANNE OLIVER
Having an "open door" policy for her tenure as student
ody president, Martha Price
hopes to keep Student Senate
an intregal part of the University while keeping close ties
with the attitudes and ideas of
the campus.
Student Senate is comprised
of a president, executive vice
president, financial vice president, Board of Governors
Universities Representative
and Senate Speaker who are
Price, Kristy Koch, Steve
Macaluso, Brian Riordan and
Blake Wood, respectively. It
also encompasses a Residence Hall district with 10 student members, an At-Large
district with another 10 members and the Off-Campus district with nine students.
Though it is no easy task to
have a total grasp of a student
body - where ages range from
18 to 60 of all ethnic backgrounds and colors - Price
said she hopes students won't
feel intimidated to express
their opinions to her or to the
rest of the senate members.
"I plan to go to the different
organizations asking them
when their meetings are and
telling them I'm available (to
speak with the organizations
over several issues), Price
said.
Due to senate vacancies at
the end of the last term, students interested in senate can
petition for a seat when school
begins. Petitions are available
in room 201 in the Student
Activities office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union. Regular senate elections are Nov. 15, and both
senate seats and executive
positions will be elected in the
spring.
During the past school year,
the senate has worked on
such projects as student voter
registration, Gus Bus designed to provide safe transportation to the bars for students, the yellow ribbon campaign during the Gulf War and
meetings with the Faculty
Senate concerning proposals
for a new or improved Textbook Rental System.
Last spring, three members
from the Student and Faculty
Senate met with hopes of coming to some sort of compromise concerning the Textbook
Rental policy, but they in a
deadlock with only "better communication" between them.
"The issue is over with as I
see it. Of course the (rental)
system needs improvement
and were Jocking for very good
students (on another rental
committee) for ·improvement,"
Price said.
Another addition to senate's
agenda was the election by
senate members of student
representative Jim Riemer, a
non-voting
member,
to
Charleston's City Council.
For the new school year,
Price said she wants to continue the efforts on improving the
rental system and communication with the Faculty Senate.
Looking into the living conditions of off-campus housing is
another issue Price said she
would like senate to concen1rale on.

Camping!

Classes Are
Forming!

Spring haven
• Camping • Waterslide
• Swimming Pool • Fishing
•Canoeing• Paddle Boats
• Mini-Golf • Hayrides and More!
• Campers, Barn & Pavilion for rent
Open thru Parents Weekend
4 miles E. of Charleston
Phone (217) 345-7658

At Ronkin
we offer:
• PSAT, SAT, & ACT Prep

• College selection &

oounseling

• LSAT, GMAT, & GRE
Prep

• Grad School selection &
counseling

• College Success programs
• Enrichment Coll""'5

~-

Immanuel Lutheran Church
& Student Center

~
~

~
~

345-3008 or 345-3930

I
I
I
;
I
I

Bob Hackler & Rollie Meyer, Pastors

~

For further information
call:
Champaign
(217) 384-0SOQ

• Sunday School & Bible Study 9:30
• Worship Services - 8: 15 or 10:45
;
•Lutheran Student Fellowship - 5:00 Sunday
• EIU Student Bible Study to be scheduled

902 Cleveland
(Across from Tarble Arts)

BACI< TO s·c HOOL AT

Lincolnwood/
Plnetree
SAVE up to $180 and get

NEW FURNITURE
on 2 BDR. .GARDEN APTS.*
SAVE up to $225

ON 3 BDR. APTS *
9 MOnth Lease
• Completely Furnished
• 5 Minute Wall< From Campus
• Central Air
• Swimming Pool
• 24 Hour Maintenance
APPLIES TO DESIGNATED UNITS*
CHECK OUR OTHER SPECIALS

345AW6000
DRAPER AND KRAMER
NCORfOAATEO

'"'"b;,

. ,Vl\\~f '~.· ACCREDITE

, ~ ~~~ ! MANAGEME

\.\.

,.,.::,.{) ORGANIZA

.;·"f~;/

StairMaster®
OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

In University Village
348-5812
Open 6 Days a week ·

Nautilus • Free Weights • Life Cycle
Stationary Bikes • StairMasters
Nordic Track • Wolff Suntan Bed

10 tans for $30.00

$65 for 1
Semester

offer expires Sept. 6, 1991

505 W. Lincoln, Charleston

·

TH.E NEW BAR

The Workout
of Your Life

$115 for 2
Semesters

348-8883

SWAN 386SX/16

SWAN386/25

• 2-year on-site
warranty
• VGA color {1 024 x
768) monitor
• VGA Palette Plus ·
card witll 1 MB
• 2 MB RAM
• 50 MB high-performance hard drive
• Both 5.25" and 3.5"
HD floppy drives
• Windows 3.0
installed
• DOS 5.0 installed
• Swan mouse
• Swan mousepad
• 30-day money-back
guarantee

• 2-year on-site
warranty
• VGA color (1024 x
768) monitor
• VGA Palette Plus
card with 1 MB
• 4 MB RAM
• 100 MB high-performance hard drive
• Both 5.25" and 3.5"
HD floppy drives
• Windows 3.0
installed
• DOS 5.0 installed
• Swan mouse
• Swan mousepad
• 30-day money-back
guarantee

$1795 s!::v;;;:

$2269 s!::v;;:~

SWAN386SX
NOTEBOOK
• 1-year limited
warranty
• VGA 640 x 480
• 64 shades of gray
• 1 MB RAM (expandable to 5 MB)
. • 30 MB hard drive
• 3.5" 1.44 fl. drive
• DOS 4.01 installed
• 30-day money-back
guarantee
• Call for options and
accessories

. $2015

Swan computers are IBM- and DOS-compatible.
Call for special pricing on additional Swan configurations.
Credit card and prepayments accepted.

THE SECOND CITY NATIONAL TOURING COMPANY
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1991
7:00 & 9:30 P.M. GRAND BALLROOM
ADMISSION $3 W/ID
$5 GENERAL PUBLIC

Carpet
Remnants
Dorm Sizes

Call for our free cat-log!

(IDJ} 533-1131
Ask for Beth at ext. 2606

Swan Technologies is a
nationally recognized, awardwinning direct marketer of
computers and comµuter
products.

-~

SWan '
TICHAOIOGIEJ

Welcome Back
EIU STUDENTS

CHEAP!

THE BODY SHOP.

.Dave's
decorating
center

NBW BULBS & FACE TANNERS

920 18th St.
Charleston
345-5921

delivered

3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS.
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

348-TANS

1410 6Ttt ST.
OLDTOWNE ·APTS.

2 Blks. N.
of High School

·Parents • • •

... take out a subscription to

The Daily Eastern News. Call 581-2812

ONCAMPUSa

East side of Square Downtown Charleston

Featuring!

"Your Place For Food, Drink and Fun!"

Mexican and American Food!
Daily Lunch Specials

•Burgers
•Brats

.~~~~~~~
~

c~::~:t::::a:::b: :;~:2:auce
1

f? •• KS,,? ••KS,.,? ••KS,,? ••KS!\

Fri.-Sat. 10:30 -10 pm

? .

Female $8.25 - $9.25 Special $7.25-$8.25
$35.00 & Up Special $5.00 off
Reg. 1Ofor $40.00 Special 1O for $29 or $4.00 each

• PERMS • TANS Mary Kay Cosmetics through Debbie

~COMPLETE QUALITY CLEANING

Est.1947
Alterations
Starched Shirt Servlte
Monogramming
Silks

I

•
•
•
•

Draperies
•
Area Rugs
•
Wedding Gowns Hierloomed •
Reweaving
•

Specials wlthis coupon at time of service

Leather & Suedes
Furs
Clothing Storage
Insurance Claims

345-4546

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00
Saturday 8:00-12:00

expire~

Oct. 15, 1991

':rh_e Goid.e:n. UoID.b
TANNING & BEAUTY SALON ·
1205 3rd St.
345-7530
11/2 Bk. N. of Lincol£~

IZ_. .

I

~~Sv •. 2~~Sv •• 2~~Sv •• .J~Sv .. 2~ ~~

Conveniently located close to campus
just around the curve on S. 4th St.

a church away from your home church?
I. ,d Dro P Want
w'
.
.
. ?
want variety
m
wors l11p.
Want to meet new friends who are learning
to be Christians?
Want to get involved?

You 're invited to attend
Wesley United Methodist Church
Across Fourth Street from Lawson Hall

;.

Teny Clark and Joy Schlesselman. Pastors
SUNDAY WORSHIP - 8:30 and 11 :00 a.m.
SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:50 a.m.
(BASIC Class at Wesley Foundation)

SUNDAY VESPERS - 6:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY INFORMAL COMMUNION - 9:30 pm

SPECIAL INVITATION TO ALL EIU STUDENTS
Free Welcome Back Outdoor Cookout
and Concert
SUNDAY, AUGUST 25 5:30 P.M.
Church Front Lawn
(Wesley Foundation Back Lawn)

COME FOR FOOD, FUN, FELLOWSHIP!

WELCOMES
YOU!

Staff: Roy Lanham, Director/Campus Minister
Sher Lanham, Campus Minister
Fr. Bob Meyer, Chaplain

_

(The Newman Center is located
at the ~orner of 9th and Lincoln)

• .... . . ......... • .. , •.. ·- . . . ... !

_

,_

Performing Arts
Lectures
Film
Video
Productions
Homecoming

·1':108

'•c'

I

~

'lVt'"IU "''

Concerts
_ Mainstage
_ Special Events
_Subway
Communications
Human Potential

UNIVERSITY

!~'!~-~
c-,._-.,.._

SEE OTHER ADS FOR MORE INFO
.

Productions
Performing Arts
Video

• ~ j 1j'

I

Phone: 348-0188

.J

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• UB WANTS YOU!
••
•
••
•
• • University Board is a dynamic student-run
• programming organization that offers its
• • members a chance to gain valuable skills
• and leadership experience!
• • UB is now accepting applications for:
•
• • * Productions Coordinator
* Performing Arts Coordinator
•
• • * Video Coordinator
• COMMIITEE MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME
••
•
••
•
•
••
•
• Please complete the application below and return to
• •room 20 I Union/ or call 581-51 I 7 for more info •
•
• •Please contact me. I am interested in the following
• position(s)
COMMITTEE MEMBER
• • COORDINATOR
•
•
••
•
•
••
•
• • ••
1111
•
•••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••
If

345-3917

Newman
Catholic
Center .

-'<;,.l,l~

HAIRCUTS- Male $7.75 Special $6.50

:>u.r~,s• Dry Cleaners
•
•
•
•

•Fries
•Darts

open for Lunch 10:45 - 1 :00 a.m. M-S

Free

Mon-Thurs. 10:30-9 pm

•Chicken
•Pool
•Pinball

Where the Beer is on Ice!

Mon.-Thurs. 5-7 pm

'

rt y ~s

I

I

I
Welcome I
Back I
I
Come See How We've Changed
Try Our New Shooter Bar
I
Pool Room - Live Bands - Dancing
Live D.J. Private Party Facilities I
Nightly Drink Specials
I
I
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m art supplies to zipper
'rs the Martin Luther King
iversity Union takes an A
approach in serving
m's campus.
ring a vast array of useful
s and entertainment, the
is comprised of an east
west wing which are coned by a glass walkway
re students can study or
a movie on a big-screen
e Union is open Monday
h Thursday from 7 a.m. to
.m., Friday 7 a.m. to midSaturday 10 a.m. to midand Sunday 10 a.m. to 11

Air Conditioned & No Cover Charge

some inexpensive enterent, the Union offers a 12bowting alley located in the
r level in the west wing.
g with bowling, it has
games and seven pool
py Express, which has
from the lower level to
ain level in room 200, is
place to go for making
, enlargements or reducor have any typing done.
also rents typewriters
daily to monthly basis.
Express has added a
service this year along
hours. Starting this fall,
s are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
y through Thursday and
. to 4 p.m. on Friday.
om school supplies to
orant and everything in
n, the University Book
located on the first floor in
wing provides students
I the essentials for college
uding a fax service. The
tore is open 8 a.m to 8
Monday through Friday,
rom noon to 4 p.m. on
rday. It is closed on

y.
a quick bite to eat the
houses two eating areas,
Rathskeller
and
ald's. In a cafeteria-like

CJ,;~-·-

r- - - - - - - - in our 30th year!)

SCOVER
useful of books"
rback & hardback!

& used! reference!
ssic & bestseller!
try! psychology!

AND

1Super Cuts for
1Guys & Gals

:
:
:

Walk-ins welcome
open evenings

LINCOLN

Full Size

619 Monroe

345-6070
nsignm~!'lts ~r laye1:w~y~

.

•Prizes

day,August24, 1991
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Library Quad
FREE!

·

The University Board provides Eastern's campus
1with the hi_ghest quality entertainment and activities
possible! The board consists of 14 fun-filled
committees. Come to find out more about it and
have lots of fun at the same time!

Futon Sleeper Sofa
Sale Price $269
4 Styles, 3 Sizes, Many Colors!

702 Jackson,
Charleston
Mon.-Fri. 10-5
345-9139

*no double-discounts,

•Food
•Fun

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Come In and See
Our Other Furniture Specials!

nday - Friday 10 -5 p.m.
Saturday 10 - 4 p.m.

• Game Booths

• Entertainment

820
I
Lincoln Ave.1

L- - ~ - - - - - - ·COUPON-- - - - - - - - _.J

THE CHARLESTON SQUARE

FAfR

:
:
:

cards ..wrap ..
osters .. maps
music ..
& much more·

OOKSHOP

~u"'".n. ~<CRUJlTMENT

·COUPON - - - - - - - - - - ,
.
.,;.,_ I
~~ I

C-J's SASSY SISCORS
$2.00 off Haircut
w/coupon

1 348-7968
I

111~

""

The Craft Depot offers workshops in pottery, stained glass,
leather, weaving and photography. They also have a sewing
shop that repairs zippers. The hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., MonFri. The Depot is closed on weekends.
atmosphere the Rathskeller, in and a local address and phone
the lower level of the east wing. number. The fee is 25 cents per
Its hours are from 11 :30 a.m. to check and all returned checks
1 p.m., Monday through Friday.
will cost $15. The station is open
McDonald's which has last 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
year added an outdoor dining through Friday.
area and entrance way is open
The Union ticket booth sells
from 7 a.m. to.8 p.m. Monday bus tickets to the northern
through Thursday; 7 a.m. to 7 Illinois area with two popular
p.m. on Friday; and 11 a.m. to 7 destinations: Chicago and
p.m. on Saturdays. On S~nday, Champaign. Locations and
it's open from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
prices are posted outside the
The Check Cashing Station office. Another new mode of
can be found next to the transportation the Union will
University Ballroom and pro- offer in the fall is a charted plane
vides check cashing for stu- service from Coles County
dents. Personal and two party Airport.
checks can be cashed up to
A Cash Station machine is
$35, off-campus payroll checks also located in the Union for
and money orders up to $60 students with cash cards. The
and Eastern payroll checks up maching accepts Cash Station,
to $100 can also be cashed. Easy Answer, Easy Teller, Otto
Students wishing to cash Matik, Money Network cards
checks need their social security and Cirrus and Exchange
number, a validated Eastern ID cards.

~---ie

alan's

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
The finest in jazz & rock
The finest in atmosphere & entertainment
Choice of more than 60 imported beers
Guinness Stout, Harp, Double Diamond Ale on tap
An incomparable selection of fine liqueurs and spirits
More than 20 different scotches
Kitchen open daily 11 a.m.-9 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Mon.-Sat.

-

TREAT YOURSELF To THE QUALITY You DESERVE
•

1 .•

. . . . . --" , ,
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Students & Parents
Your EIU Credit Union
Welco1nes You!
,

Now is the time to
open your checking account plus much more!
Stafford SLS & PLUS Student Loans ,A vailable

Special Weekend Hours!
AUGUST 17th & 18th
9:00 a.m. - 4:00.p.m .

.

250 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston

348-5544
Monday - Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Friday
9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Party guide

ore than 40 years students have been walking through
Library's Gothic style foyer. The Library hours for the fall
a.m.-11:45 p.m. Mon-Thur. 8 a.m.-4:45 p.m. on Friday.
ay from 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m., and Sunday from 1:30 p.m.
:45 p.m. For changes in Library hours call 581-6423.

• from page 38
but you don't need a compass
to get there - just follow the
sound of live music.
Ted's is a sprawling converted warehouse which is host to
high-energy rock and heavy
metal bands on Friday and
Saturday nights. There's usually
a $2 cover, but look for coupons
in The Daily Eastern News.
(How's that for a plug?)
Thirsty's, 221 6th St. After
you've paid the $2 cover, you'll
find two rooms filled with music,
dancing, pool and conversation
- all of it loud.
If you get tired, have a seat in
the up-side-down margarita
chair. No rest for the wicked.
The Uptowner & Cellar, 623
Monroe Ave., is the only bar
located directly on Charleston's
historic town square.
The Uptowner has the city's
largest variety of imported beers
and it usually caters to
Eastern's older students, professors and Charleston residents, as the entry age is over
21.
Carry this road map of fun
home with you at the end of the
evening and see if it isn't the
straight scoop.

AARON'S HAIR CARE
SALON
No appointment
necessary

8-5 T-F
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
403 LINCOLN AVENUE

First Time Clients
Regular Clients
Haircut $7.00
Haircut $8.00
All Clients $ 7 .00 OFF ANY PERM
COUPON NECESSARY FOR ALL SPECIALS
WALK-INS WELCOME!

1503 7th St.
-

(East of Old Main)
-

COUPON

-

for
as

SU Ch

IT! .

1

VISA

I
I

&

ASTERCARD:
for all
I
ur advertising I
needs.
I

shoes

~Flats

~Sandals
Athletics
Come see what's new from

CONVERSE
Also:
Florsheim
Dexter
L.A. Gear
etc.

:J INYART'S
Our
70th
year

348-7818

Shoe Store - North Side Uptown Sq.

•

Under New
Management

Friends~

•BRAKES
•EXHAUST
•SHOCKS ·•STRUTS
• OIL CHANGES

I
I
The Daily I
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
~ern News I
1s now
I ·--------------------------NOBODY BEATS MIDAS
accepting

CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-1644

Heels

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

HARGE:

s

Welcome to -EIU
and UPTOWN

·c0-EDHAIR SiYiiNG,
SPECIAL

8-4

C2

509 Van Buren Ave. ._............ (South of Charleston Square).~_.._...,,,_

"Charleston's Live
Entertainment Hang Out!"

4 Different Rooms
* Featuring Bands *
Alternative Rock
Jazz/Blues
Club Dance Music
Folk, Hillbilly, Country
and More!
Mini Sports Bar
&

John Inyart

Beer Garden
Opening Soon!

515 Lincoln Ave., Charleston, IL

Must be 19 to Enter

345-1114
"Across from Old Main"

14 B •
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Welcome to the
First p_resbyterian Church

RENT
-ANDSAVE

•Sunday Worship - 10:00 a.m. Summer
10:30 a.m. beginning Sept. 8
•Sunday School - 9:00 a.m.
•College Fellowship - 6:30 p.m. Sundays
.
bi-weekly
311 7th St. (Corner of 7th & Madison)

345-3615

17. 1

EIU DELIVERY SCHEDULE
AUGUST 18, 19, AND 24

• Call if you need a ride
Come join our family & worship God!

Pemberton ...........................................9-10 a.m.
Lincoln, Douglas .................................. 10-11 a.m.
Stevenson ........................................... t0-11 a.m.
Ford, McKinney ................................... 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Weller .................................................. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Taylor, Lawson ..................................... 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Thomas, Andrews ............................... 1-2 p.m.
Carman ................................................2-3 p.m.
East Hall .............................................. 3-4 p.m.
Keep this schedule and meet our trucks on August 18, 19, 24

Call for later deliveries:

217-348-7746

This Fall

BURRITO
.HEAVEN .
615 Monroe

-Reservation CouponMlcRowAvE 0

MINI-REFRIGERATOR 0

Just send a $10.00 deposit in check
or money order for each appliance.

NAME
HOME ADDRESS
CAMPUS ADDRESS

Open Mon-Sat
Noon til 4 A.M.

('Football))
size burritos
AND More ...

345-HEVN

.5 ¢

MAIL TO:

Carlyle Rentals
P.O Box 564
Charleston, IL 61920

CARLYLE RENTALS
820 LINCOLN AVE. CHARLESTON

348ar7746

TYPEWRITERSANDCALCULATORS
ART & DRAFTING SUPPLIES
- TYPEWRITER & PRINTER RIBBONS
RESUME PACKAGES
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

COPIES

ASK
ABOUT OUR
STUDENT
DISCOUNT .

1/2 X '11 WHITE ·AUTO FED ONL

BUY A COPY CARD
FOR ONLY

$24.50

A$25.00VALU

FAX
SERVICE

418 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE
( BE'lWEEN WENDY'S AND C & .M VIDEO)

SHIPPING

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
345-6331
FAX 345-1338

SERVICE·

astern has the prescription for health
For the busy college student
mersed in deadlines, getting
k or injured can be disass. And without some kind of
ordable convenient medical
'lity it could be devastating.
hat's the role of Eastern's
Ith Service Center, located
eventh Street and Hayes
nue
ith a staff of three doctors,
en registered nurses, a radiist and a registered pharist, the facility offers both
Ith and hygiene-related sers, including pharmaceuticals
X-ray facilities. Other sers include free consultation

and treatment, immunizations
and vaccinations and allergy
injections.
H~alth Service is open 7:30.
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 10 a.m. to Q
p.m. on Saturday.
On weekday evenings a
nurse is on duty and a doctor is
on call. Students enter through
the rear entrance and ring the
bell during these hours.
Health Service offers pharmaceutical services free to fulltime students. Medication prescribed by a university physician
costs full-time students $1.50. ··
But, prescription drugs ordered
by private physicians are sold at
cost plus handling. Any refills on
a same prescription are then

charged at the price that the university is charged.
\
For after hours emergencies,
students go to Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center. Afterwards, they report the incident
to Health Service.

Fully Automated - Instant Service

disease tests, 1birth control prescriptions can be filled for $2 or
$4 if prescribed by a private
physician, and pap tests are
offered for $~ 0 - which are considerably less than private practitioners prices.
These are the only services
that require appointment, and
students are charged at the time
of their visit.
A validated Eastern ID must
be presented before entering
the service for treatment, and all
students are required on their
first visit to fill out a medical history form.
All medical records at Health
Services are kept confidential
except in cases that concern
public health.

All Health Service visits are
documented and a student can
pre~ent the proof to their instructors, with teachers having the
option to excuse the absence.
Besides birth control counseling , pregnancy and venereal

301- W. Lincoln

PLAN
NOW
FOR .A
PHONE VACATION
217-345-7731. COME ON
. IN!
'

\

ONE STOP TRAVEL SERVICE
SINCE 1967

THE FUN DOESN'T ·HAVE TO STOP JUST
BECAUSE SCHOOL STARTS!
-

'

Plan a Weekend GET-AWAY!

Join A CARNIVAL!

Take a break and relax
in Cancun for only $299°0_
Head to Las Vegas
for $189°0 (air only)

·Clown around
. and take a
cruise on
"the fun ships!"
Carnival Cruise Lines Offer
3, 4, & 7 Day Crui~,es to the

Or try the
Bahamas,
Florida,
Jamaica, or
Hawaii

.

Bahamas,
Caribbean
or Mexican
Riviera
LOW, LOW
PRICES
Watch for
Spring Break
Specials!

Prices subject to change.

RT. 16 & 130 ·
CHARLESTON, -1L.

WBLCOMBS
BIU FACULTY
AND
·STUDBNTS
i: -.w.nAf4~·1!·1~2'fell
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JUCOs

eniority
ootball squad returns
1 seniors in 1991.

Three new
faces lead
Lady Panthers.
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ield of dreams
Large senior class hopes to lead Panthers to the top
Five years ago, Bob Spoo brought nine years of
llbotball knowledge and experience from the Big Ten's
Purdue Boilermakers to Eastern.
Spoo, who quarterbacked at Purdue in the late
1950s, had a tough act to follow. In 1986, Al Molde's
Panthers went 11-2 and advanced to the quarterfinals
of the Division I-AA playoffs.
As with any first year head coach, Spoo's primary
task was to acquaint himself with the player personnel,
build around its strengths and recruit players for the

future.
And this y~. Spoo's fifth at Eastern, recruiting from
his first two years here will play a key role in the
Panthers' campaign for a Gateway Conference championship.
Gone is last year's defensive star, All-American nickle back Tim Lance, who finished third in the Walter
Payton Trophy voting for Division 1-AA's best player.
But more importantly, 21 seniors return to.a squad
that finished 5-6 and tied for third in the league last fall.
The Panthers are led offensively by two-time second
team All-Gateway Conference tailback Jamie Jones
(Kevil, Ken.), who ranked 14th in the nation in Division

'

1

I-AA last season with 95.9 yards rushing per game and
fifth nationally with 146.3 all-purpose yards per contest.
The 5-7, 160 pounder is sixth on the all-time Panther
rushing list with 2,063 yards.
Defensively, Kent Mcintyre (Calvert City, Ken.),
returns after earning second team All-American honors
by The Sports Network last season after collecting 85
tackles, three quarterback sacks and 1O tackles for a
loss from his defensive tackle position.
"That's why we're so optimistic and enthusia$tic
about this season," said Spoo, who has amassed a 2422 mark at Eastern. "Our largest previous class was 13
• Continued rx1 page 2C

2C
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Big Eight's Iowa State headlines
1991 Panther football schedule
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Eastern's 1991 football
schedule starts out with a contest against a Division II opponent from Pennsylvania and
ends with an all too familiar
conference foe in Northern
Iowa, but in between, the
Panthers will face a squad from
one of the top leagues in the
country.
The Panthers open with a
home contest Aug. 31 against
Division II Lock Haven State,
but the very next Saturday
Eastern travels to Ames, Iowa,
to take on the Big Eight's Iowa
State Cyclones.
"I think we're excited about
playing Iowa State - a Division I
team that has really progressed," said fifth-year Eastern
head coach Bob Spoo. "Last
year they beat Oklahoma, and I
certainly think that's a feather in
their cap. Their program is
developing and coming on and
we're excited about the opportunity to play them."
Spoo, who has compiled a
24-22 record in his four seasons at Eastern, said the fact
that fellow Gateway Conference
member Northern Iowa has
played the Cyclones tough in
recent years is a plus for the
Panthers.
"We've seen that Northern
Iowa has played them the past
three years to very close
games," he said. "We feel that
we can have an opportunity to
go out there against outstanding competition and perform
well.
"We're going out there as we

O'Brien to open Gateway
Conference play on Oct. 5.
Eastern finished in a three-way
tie for third last year with a 3-3
DATE
OPPONENT
league mark. The Panthers
AUG. 31
LOCK HAVEN STATE
were 5-6 overall. Spoo said to
at Iowa State
Sept. 7
SEPT. 14 EASTERN WASHINGTON
look for a league that is wide
Sept. 21
at Murray State
open.
WESTERN ILLINOIS*
OCT. 5
"First of all, I think the conferOct. 12
at Indiana State*
ence is going to be the most
ILLINOIS STATE*
OCT. 19
Nov. 2
at Southern Illinois*
wide open that it's ever been,"
at Western Kentucky
Nov. 9
he said. "I know I've said that
NOV. 16
SW MISSOURI STATE
every
year, but I don't see anyNov. 23
at Northern Iowa
one as being particularly domi* Gateway Conference Games
nant. That means that everybody has a rare opportunity,
do every game - to win. We're and we certainly hope to take
not making any concessions for advantage of that."
After the Western game, the
the fact that we're I-AA and
they're I-A," he added. "We're Panthers make the short trip to
also excited that we're playing Terre Haute, Ind., for a matchup
File ph
because you get better when with the Sycamores of Indiana
Senior tailback Jamie Jones leads an experienced and de
you play better people. So that's State. And the following week
Panther running back corps.
a significant game for us. We're Eastern hosts Illinois State in its
certainly going out there with homecoming game.
The Panthers finish up by
the intention to win."
The Panthers return home to playing at Southern Illinois, and
O'Brien Stadium to entertain the Western Kentucky, which will
• From page 1C
265) anchors the guard posit
Big Sky's Eastern Washington, begin Gateway play in 1992,
or 14, so that's a significant along with 6-2 , 255-pou
and then hit the road for anoth- and then host Southwest
number. That's always where senior Wayne Keneipp. Ti
er non-conference contest Missouri State in Eastern's final
you would like to derive your end Tim Moore will be back
against the Ohio Valley's regular season home game.
leadership.
his senior season as well.
Eastern will conclude its regMurray State Racers.
"But more significantly is
"They're working extrem
"We don't look at those as ular season campaign at the
most of those 21 represent our hard this summer," Spoo s
tune-ups necessarily, it's just UNI Dome against defending
initial recru iting class from "They've all gotten bigger
the way our schedule falls," conference champion Northern
1987, which means, for the stronger and they've re
Spoo said. "But I think it's going Iowa - the team that Eastern
most part, most of them are started to come into their o
to be good for us to play four or hasn't beaten since 1986.
fifth-year seniors. Just in terms this past spring. It was a g
"We've had opportunities in
five tough football games
of experience, that is a signifi- spring for that group.
before we get into the confer- the past, and the team that
cant number."
"I look for tremend
ence. Of course, it's the confer- takes advantage of their opporAlso returning for the offense improvement. I'm confident
ence that counts, so to speak, tunities usually wins and we
is sophomore quarterback Jeff they'll prove that they're be
in terms of playoff opportunities . haven't done it, and they have,"
Thorne, who is back at 100 per- and that they can hold t
and things of that nature. It will Spoo said. "But other than that
cent from an ankle injury that own. I think they'll be abl
work out well for us that we there's no special stigma. I'm
sidelined him for the final five prove a lot of things."
have tour or five games before anxious for the season to start. I . games of the Panthers' 1990
The Panther receiving co
feel good about our kids and
we open up."
season. Spoo said the time that is highlighted by deep thr
Western Illinois invades our football team."
Thorne did see on the field last Jason Cook. The 5-1 O, 1
year should be a plus.
pounder was hampered
"Experience is the greatest injuries and caught only
teacher," Spoo said. "Although passes last season. Ju
he didn't get 11 games, he did Mike Rummel (5-9, 150)
get six and I'm sure he's going line up at split end for
to remember that and only get Panthers after cracking
better. He is a guy that wants to. starting lineup in the middl
doing it very well."
learn, wants to do it, wants fo his freshman season.
Remke said part of the
work hard and has a significant
The experienced line is
Panther defense's problem last
future
if
he
can
stay
away
from
mainstay
of the Pant
year was too many missed tackthe
injuries."
defense,
Spoo
said. lnclu
les. "There were so many
The
Panther
running
back
Mcintyre,
the
line
returns
opportunities last year for us to
corps has several returnees leadinQ sack man of a y
make the play and we didn't. I
including Jones, junior tailbacks ago, senior end Joe Remke
think that's a big thing - as a
Edson Castillo and Broe 1, 225), who got to the op
defense, we don't necessarily
Montgomery
and a pair of ing QB seven times last
have to change getting there,
senior
fullbacks:
Jamie Pilson son. At the other end, 6-2,
we have to change what we do
and
John
Sengstock.
The latter pound ·Dan Wegrzyn is b
when we get there.
has
had
medical
problems
the along with 6-3 ,· 255-po
"That is a goal that I could
includpast
two
seasons,
which
junior Dan Dee at the ot
seriously see our defense maked a knee injury that caused tackle position.
ing, if you play 60 plays, maybe
him to red"shirt last year.
The linebackers are inex
give up four or five missed tack"He
(Sengstock)
started
enced
with the exceptio
les maximum. If we only miss
since
the
day
he
stepped
foot
senior
Mike
Settles (6-2, 2
five tackles a game, I guarantee
on campus in 1987 as a walk- who was the third leading
our defense would be very
on, and except for the fact that ler on the team in 1990, de
tough."
he was injured last year, was starting only six games.
Melvin acknowledged that the
Joe Remke
never
dislodged from that posi'We're going to have to
line needs to put pressure on
tion," Spoo said. "John hard in that particular ar
Melvin, entering his fourth sea- and disrupt the pocket for the
Sengstock is the heart and soul Spoo said. "Coach (M "
son as a member of the inexperienced secondary, but he
of
our football team; not only Mallory has his work cut ou
Panther staff, has instilled the was quick to point out that his
him, there is a number of oth- him because of the inex
idea of individuals working group has other responsibilities
ers like him, but he has gotten ence. That is the one pos
together to reach team goals, as well.
bigger,
stronger and faster and where we do not have a I
Remke said.
"Inexperience or not, that's
he's
always
been tremendously returning players. It's goin
"Coach Melvin told us not to one of our jobs," Melvin said.
assignment competent. I hope, take time, but after a
set goals as end goals," Remke "You want to get pressure
if he can stay away from injury, games we should be abl
said. "(Melvin said) to set what regardless of whether you've
he'll have his best year."
·decide on some others who
you have to do for yourself to got the greatest secondary in
The
offensive
line,
which
going to be able to play.
achieve that. The only goal that I the world. That's just part of the
allowed 35 sacks last season,
"I know we have some t
have right at the start is I want to game.
is headed by second-team All- there, but it's just a matt
average at least one sack a
"The experience should help
Conference junior guard Brad doing the rig ht things at
game. I'd be upset if I didn't them early on , game-wise.
Fichte! (6-3, 265) , who could right times. If they follow
have one sack a game on the Going in th ere should be a
make
the switch to center this Settles' lead, they'll hav
average."
.
remarkable difference," Melvin
season. Others returning problem, because he's a
"Like I tell them, we want to added. ''We need a group effort.
include junior tackle Dan stop player that goes from
be a team," Melvin said. "Part of Sure there's certain guys that
Purcell
(6-6, 265) and fellow opening kick off to the final
a team is you have to set your are probably going to perform or
tackle, senior Brian Callahan on the clock. He makes u
own goals and the end result is excel, but we need a solid
(6-6, 265).
whatever he might lack p
to help the team. Part of a team defensive front against the run
Senior
Tim
Gleason
(6-3,
cally
with his intensity."
is taking care of your job and and the pass."
1991 EASTERN FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE

Dreams .

Remke strives to increase QB sack
total for experienced defensi~e ·line
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Senior defensive end Joe
Remke led the Panther defense
with seven quarterback sacks
last season, but that's nothing,
according to the 6-1, 225
pounder.
"Our sack totals as a team
last year were very poor," said
Remke of the Panther total of
23. ''That's being generous, saying they were poor. As a team
we just did not sack quarterbacks enough. I definitely want
to get there more than I got
there last year. Seven on the
season is nothing to be proud
of. I wasn't that excited about it
at all."
The defensive line, which
returns three starters including
second-team All-Gateway
Conference member Kent
Mcintyre at one tackle, junior
Dan Dee at the other·tackle and
Remke, will look to pressure the
opposing signal caller much
more this season.
"Since we have a very inexperienced secondary, I think it's
going to be very important for
our defensive line to put pressure on the quarterback,"
Remke said. "When you have a
veteran defensive line and a
sort of inexperienced secondary,
it's sort of expected. In the past
few years we've had an inexperienced line and an experienced
secondary, so we're worried
about coverage more."
Defensive line coach Randy

.•

..

~
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.
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Softball team loses
coach, four 'players
By KEN RYAN

e Eastern baseball team
looking to have a betart this season after a
pointing one in 1990.
st season the Panthers
n the season with a 1-8
d and were never able to
up, eventually going to
before they turned
s around.
ad coach Dan Callahan
s that cannot happen

Staff writer

e might have gotten in a
over our heads last
,"Callahan said. "We had
·g ourselves out of a big
and we weren't able to

It."

e Panthers will be losing
e players this spring.
ing hitter Matt McDavitt,
hit .384 a year ago,
Ider Jeff Nelson and lefted pitcher Doug Furlow.
It will be hard to replace
vitt," Callahan said. "He
our leading hitter. But he
n't your prototype DH
ignated hitter). He wasn't,
not to take anything away
m the year he had, as
sively productive as you
t have wanted him to
astern does have a numof key players returning
year, including outfielder
on Jetel and infielders
Royer and Keith
zwa. Those three are the
hitters returning to the
, which finished 27-32
year.

File photo
Senior Matt Legaspi rounds third as Panther head coach Dan
Callahan looks on.
·
Callahan also believes that
Jetel hit .361 with 40 RBI
and four home runs, Royer he will have to get more prohad an average of .316 and duction out of a few players.
led the team with 17 doubles
"I think last year we had
and Mierzwa hit .316 with six some players who did not
home runs.
have good years," Callahan
"I think they (Jetel, Royer said. "Neither Mike Conner or
and Mierzwa) all had fine sea- Sam Jurka had good seasons for us," Callahan said. sons. Those are two players
"Hopefully they will continue that are going to have to play
to h~ve productive years."
much better for us."..

If Eastern's softball team
hopes to improve upon last season's 28 victories it will have to
do it without the help of former
coach Kathy Arendsen and
some key players.
The Panthers will be losing
Arendsen, who resigned after
the 1991 season to accept a job
as head coach for the Yale
Bulldogs.
Arendsen had a two-year
record at Eastern of 46-36 and
the team broke 14 individual
and five team school records.
Eastern will also be losing
shortstop Tammy Stice, third
baseman Shannon Kelley and
outfielders Jenny .Greiner and
Ann White due to various reasons.
Stice was the team's leading
hitter with a .395 batting average and also had a school
record 37 RBI.
Kelley, the sophomore from
Peoria, broke Eastern's school
record for sacrifices with 31.
The Panthers top return!ng
players will be hurler Chris
Koehl, pitcher-second baseman
Coli Turley and catcher Annette
Travica.
Koehl was the team's top
pitcher a year ago compiling a
record of 16-8 with an earned
run average of 1.30. She had
six shutouts and completed 17
of her 23 starts. She believes
that it will be tough for the
Panthers to contend in the
Gateway this year.

"It's definitely going to hurt the
team (losing the players)," Koehl
said. "But we have some young
players coming in that should
help us. It is just going to take
some time, because we are
inexperienced."
Turley will be back as the
team's second baseman and
will also see some time on the
pitching mound. She also
believes the team will be hurt by
the loss of the players, but
hopes that she can pick up
some of the slack.
"It's going to be tough without
Tammy (Stice)," Turley said.
"She pulled us through quite a
few games last year with her hitting. This year I hope to develop
my pitching a little bit more. I
was pretty pleased with how I
played second base."
Travica will look to stay away
from injuries that plagued she
and the team last season.
"I think that we are going to
do good," Travica said. 'We lost
a few good players, but we also
gained some recruits that I think
are going to help us."
Travica has also set some
lofty goals for herself for the
season.
"I want to make AllConference," Travica said. "I
think that I will have to stay
injury-free in order to do that. I
also think that I will have to hit at
least .300."
The Panthers open up the
season ·with a tournament in
Casey, Sept. 21. They will be
competing against Illinois State,
Indiana State and Missouri.

D®ISllOW
EVER!
The Blizzard" flavor
treat! The upside ,
down treat so
thick you gotta
:
spoon it up! We
blend it rich
._
and delicious
~·
with your
choice of
()
•.,. e • M&M's• Plain
or Peanut
Chocolate
Candies, a
'
"Butterfinger"
...,
Bar, "Heath"
Bar, "Reese's"
Pieces Candy,
"Nerds" Candy or a
~ "Nestle" Crunch Bar.
qfJ' Other delicious flavors
.a • include: cookies, fruit and
IJI' nuts, and more. And now
the 16 oz. Blizzard• t1avor treat is
better, because irs on sale at your
participating Dairy Queen• store.

•
...

••

•

WI TllAT 'fOU

...,.®

·Dairy Queen" is proud to suPPOrt our local
children's hospitals through ·the Osmond
Four.elation's Chlldren's·Mirocfe Network Telethon

Buy one Blizzard
Get one FREE!
(HARLESTON DAIRY
QUEEN
20 State Street
Take Division St. North to State St. 345-6886
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Start with a
Gooo NIGHT'S SLEE
Consult the sleep specia

Donna's Hair Creations
1408 6th St. (In Old Towne Square) • 345-4451
Mon.-Tues. 8-8, Wed. 8-6
Thurs.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-1
• Haircuts • Perms
• Haircoloring

1

GOOD GRADE~

Ask the returning students and
f acuity where they get the best
haircare ...

Specializing in:

SATURDAY, AUGUST

WITMER FURNIT

~~~~L
~

Stylists:
Donna • Sue • Brenda

TWI

$5

each pi

To our old and new customers, welcome to

Thirsty's

lWIN

$59

Charleston's Finest Nightclub"

lWIN

lWIN

$79

$99

1 yr.
warranty
each piece

11

Non. - Super Drafts $1 - Super Mixers $2.50
Tues. - Dime Beers - $1 Pitchers
Wed. - Quarts $2.00

10 yr.
warranty
per set

1burs. - Q. B. 's - $1. 75 Pitchers
Fri.
Sat.

- Super Drafts $1 - Super Mixers $2.50
- "Buck Night" - Longnecks - Super Drafts - All Regular
Size Mixed Drinks f!t. All Shots at the Shooter Bar

1birsty's is available for functions any Monday or Wednesday night.
Why settle for a second or third rate location when you can have the bestl

Take
Monical's
To College
With You
This Year.
You live on a budget. That means learning
to get the most for your money. You'll never :find a
better pizza value than a Monical's pizza. At
Monlcal's, our Large Pizza ls 16"...most competitor
pizzas are smaller. At Monfcal's, we use only the
finest Ingredients and deliver It t9 you hot and
tasty with plenty of cheese and fresh toppings.
We also have a comfortable dining room, where you
can take a break from your studies. At ~onlcal's
Pizza you can get Thin Crust and Pan Pizzas,
Salads, Breadsticks and Sandwiches. At
Monlcal's Pizza you'll always get the right pizza
at the right price.

348.-7515
DELIVERY HOURS:
Sun.-Thur.. 4 PM -11 PM
Fri. & Sat.. 4 PM - Midnight

DINING ROOM HOURS:
Sun.-Thur.. 11 AM -llPM
Fri. & Sat., 11 AM - Midnight

1400 Lincoln Ave. Charleston• 348Hours: Daily 9 a.m.-5
E • ill
Sat. 9 a.m.-3

,--------------------: 16 '' Cheese ~ Sausag
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

, I,
I
I
I
I
I

I

Pizza

J~~t $6.95
Present Coupon
When Paying.

plustax

Offer Expires
September 29 /9

Get 32 oz. of Ice Cold Pepsi. .. Just $1.09.
3 Cheese Blend ... Add $1.00.
For a Large Pan Pizza ... Add $1.00.

~---------~----------Carry-Out/FREE Delivery
- - - - - - Sandwiches:
BOT SICILIAN
Pepperoni, Ham,
Melted Mozzarella
and Bacon with
Shredded Lettuce.
Served Hot on
French Bread.
Chips included...
.................. 2.74

SUPBRSUB

Stacks of Salami,
Sliced Ham, Summer Sausage, Crisp
Lettuce. Sweet
Spanish Onions.
Tomatoes and
Imported Cheese.
Served on French
Bread. Chips are
included....... 2.74

-------i
MINJSUB
A smaller sandwich featuring th
same delicious
ingredients aa the
Su.per Sub. Serv
on French Bread,
a big taste at a
iDinf price. Chips
included .... 2.14

Breadsticks:

Party Pack

Oven-fresh. soft dough Breadsticks with your choice of Spicy
Nacho. Mild Cheddar Cheese
or Tangy Tomato Sauce. 5 per
order................•............... 1.93

25 soft dough Breadsticks pl
10 oz. your choice of Spicy
Nacho. Mild Cheddar Cheese
or Tangy Tomato Sauce..... 6.

·iTURDAY, AUGUST
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Soccer team looks for more offense
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

The Baron is back
for 1991 hooters
Sports editor

season in which the Panthers
ecorded a 5-11-2 mark, and
laced fourth in the Midontinent Conference after
inning the league crown the
ree seasons before that.
Eastern will have senior
Baron Hollimon coming back
this fall after missing 1990 with
foot injury. The forward from
hita, Kan., who was selectas a 1988 Mid-Continent
Conference performer, will be
ack among three other Allonference selections from

1990.

File photo

Eastern sweeperqack Tom Pardo avoids a slide tackle in a
game last year against Northern Illinois at LakesidfJ Field.
see once we start. .
· -_ ers return eight starters and 13
"Common sense will tell Vou. lettermen from a year ago,
that something better will' hap- .- Mosnia is quick to point bul that
pen. You learn more when you his squad isn't a veteran one.
lose than when you win," he
"I don't think that it is a vetersaid. "Our problem last year an team. I think we're still
was we couldn'~ put the ball in young to a certain degree. I
the net and other teams started think it's more of a combinalosing respect for us."
tion."
Eastern has won five of the
One starter that won't be
eight Mid-Continent crowns back is fullback Julian Martinez.
since the league's inception in The junior returned to his
1983, including an undefeated' . hometown of Dallas to help
streak . ~f 1 ~Cit~~ f~-0111"' s~pport h!s family. ''.We'll miss
1~87-~fo ."'ti.s_far as_wHat the him as a player and a person,"
Pa'ffifi rs anl taacd1iifpnsh in ·· Mosnia said. We'll' have to wait
1991, Mosnia said it's the until preseason to see what
same goal that he has every we'll do."
season.
Two national powers that
"Our goals have always were absent from the Panther
been the same," he said. "We schedule last season are back
would like to get into the on tap this year including
national tournament as much Quincy and St. Louis University.
as everybody else. I think our Eastern will also host Northern
chances of doing better than Illinois and perennial power
last year are much better now."
Southern Methodist in the EIU
Although the Panther boot- Classic at Lakeside Field.

There is one player on
Eastern's soccer squad who
never thought the fall season
would get here - senior
LeBaron Hollimon.
The three-year starter from
Wichita, Kan., was red-shirted
last season because of a foot
injury, and had to watch from
the sidelines as the Panthers
endured their worst ~eason in
school history going 5-11-2.
Although Hollimon said he
had recovered from the injury
100 percent last December,
NCAA rules state that in order
for a player to regain a year of
eligibility, he cannot play the
season in which he is red-shirted.
"The hardest thing was sitting there," said the 1988
Mid-Continent Conference performer. "For the most part of
the season, I was physically
able to do it. But legally with the
. NCAA I wasn't able to do it I
think that was the hardest part,
knowing that I could have been
out there doing something ; but
I couldn't.
"That's the longest I've ever
had to sit out in my life. To put it
quite frankly, it's painful to sit
there and watch because once
you get to doing something all
your life, and then you can't do
' it, it's a tough pill to swallow."
One of the Panthers' problems last season was the team
had trouble scoring goals.
Eastern made only 2_3 goals,
while giving up 42. Hollimon,
who has scored 13 goals and
added 11 assists in his three
years, said he's not sure if he'll
be the scorer, but he can bolster the offense.
"I don't know if I'm going to
be the one putting the ball into
the net, but I think I can be the
one creating the chances to put
the ball in the net. We didn't
create many chances last
.year."

LeBaron Hollimon
'Hollimon also added that
with the past experience he
has gained as a winner (the
Panthers won 31 games in his
first three seasons) he should
be able to show some leadership.
"I think with me sitting out,
seeing ho'(\' it was, I can come
back and be a leader," Hollimon
said. "I don't think one person is
going to come back and turn
the team around. But one person can bring the team together, and from that, we can play
together and get better results."
The seventh-leading scorer
during the 1988 Mid-Con season, he said last season should
be put behind the Panthers.
"We're not going to dwell on
it," he said. "(We need to·
improve on last season) which
will be easy to do. I think it
would be kind of hard to duplicate that season."

W'ELOO#E8110tt cfTtfOE;1/Tcf
WE OFFER A COMPLETE COPY SERVICE
COLl.ATING

5<:

• PI.ASTIC BINDING • STAPLING • COLOR PAPER
YOU CAN DROP OFF YOUR LARGE COPY JC,.l
AND PICK IT UP LATER • NO NEED TO WAIT

COPIES
BUY A COPY CARD
FOR ONLY

ASK
ABOUT OUR
STUDENT
DISCOUNT

$24.50

$25.00VALU

FAX
SERVICE

5C

By R.J. GERBER

Eastern's soccer team looks

to rebound from a dismal 1990

Joining Hollimon are sophoore midfielder Jim Harkness,
first-team all-league perliler, and senior secondamers Tom Pardo and Terry
·xon. Also, senior fullback Jeff
Dock will anchor the defense
er being named team MVP
season, and Tom Waters,
junior forward who was secon the team in scoring last
ear, should add some often. epunch.
Panther head coach Cizo
nia, who has led Eastern to
4-42-15 mark in seven
rs, netted recruit Paul
eman from Edmonton,
rta, to try and bolster the
e. The Panthers scored
23 goals last season.
"From what our alumni have
n telling me he (Agyeman)
that type of player," Mosnia
· . "The other thing that supprts the goal . scoring is
ron 'cofriih'g · i5a'"ck. So
e gen a coup!e ·ot·gu~1ftal
do something now."
Mosnia said the he and the
uad are looking to put 1990
hind them. "I'm looking forard to it, and the kids, last
ear, were saying the same
ing in regards to what they
It. I can't make any predicns, but I would just think that
ings would be better. I'm hopthey are. We'll just have to

SPORTS•

SHIPPING
SERVICE

•

Billiard Bar
&

Restaurant
345-STIX

OPEN
Everyday
11-2 a.m.
Sunday
· 2-10 p.m.

7849

''The .mtimate Alternative''
..

Best Service In

To~n!

*
*
*Beautiful - New Beer Garden*
* Stix Paradise Snow *
over 50 flavors
*
...
Live DJ I
* Compact Disc Jukebox *
* Food I Cocktails *
*
*
*-Dart Video Center *
. *Pool*
*
*
*
* Big Screen ·s atellite TV *
*
-t•

STIX WELCOMES BACK EIU STUDENTS
Charleston's #l Nightspot
(~

Splash of Class ''

Mother's....
"You heard about it, now see what it's all about!"
•LIVE D.J. •POOLS
Mother's
•FOOSBALL
•DARTS
•AND MORE
"Join US for a Good Time" .
Mon. thru Sat. 6 p.m. -· 1 a.m.

407 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, Illinois 61920

We Specialize In:

EASTERN'S ALTERNATIVE
DANCE FLOOR

OT.MUSIC/
'E WESLEY FOUNDA110N'S

FUN

2202 S. 4th St.
Charleston, IL 61920

Jeans,
Jackets
& Shirts

~

20%

~~~lliJrtE~
r- - - -

BEST VALUE COUPON - - - - ,

0 MEDIUM PIZZAS : : TWO LARGE PIZZAS :.

•~

"t [

-~; if~~$
T
g";.~~na·
~~

\1-;\'\ I I

-

-

I I

Plus Tax

CHOICE: • One of Ellchl • Pan! Pini"' • PimllPimll•

Vaid only with ~ ~ participati~ Little Caesar's.
Extra loppings available at additional cost.
"Excludes extra cheese.

Expires: 918191

~

~ Ilfil1@~

I I

I I
I I
I I
11
I I
.JI LI

Plus Tax

"'. ·:

~~

s~ \'\

\1-·

YOUR CHOICE: • One of &chi • Pan! Pan!"' • PimllPimll·
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesar's.
Extra toppings available at additional cost.
"Excludes extra cheese.

Expires: 9/8/91

~

·~ Ilfil1@~·

---------------- ----------------© 1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

© 1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

Don
Alleson
Shirts
& .
Shorts

off'

*Russell* *Holloway*

345-4743
~ · sP.."'~ I I

Group orders 20% discount

*Levis*

Welcome Students!

-~1
-~11Q9~nvs ~.

Eastern transfers
Greek transfers
Silkscreen printing

FRIENDS

SUNDAY & MONDAY then
EVERY FRIDAY 9 - 1 a.m.

- - - BEST VALUE COUPON - - - - ,

Phone (217) 345-6944

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
.JI

Athletic wear
Shorts, T-shirts
Sweatshirts
~- &
Sweatpants

Jackets
(Eastern
&
. Others)
,

*We are a Russell Athletic*
Outlet Store
T-shirts $4.00 I Sweats $9.00

Bargains Galore!

k/ELeO/tfE Bllett ff?f()El/TS
WE HAVE ART AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES
• BRUSHES • TRLA....~GLES • DP....£\WING LEADS & PENCILS
CHARCOAL SUPPLIES • TEMPRA PAINT • ERASERS
- LETTERING GUIDES • RULERS • TAPE
· CALLIGRAPHY SUPPLIES • ILWSTRATION BOARD

. DRAWING

5<:

P~DS

WE

'ACCEPT

'

COPIES

1/2 X 11 wmTE ·AUTO FED ONL

BUY A COPY CARD
FOR ONLY

&

$24.50

VISA

$25.00VALU

FAX
SERVICE

418 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE
( BE7WEEN WENDY'S

AND C &

M VIDEO)

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
345-6331
FAX 345-1338

SHIPPING
SERVICE
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Student~

All $tudents-Frosh-Soph-Jr. -Sr. -Grad.

lrnportant Dates
Career Planning and Placernent Genter
1991-92
Aug.26
Aug.26
Aug. 27
Aug. 27
Aug. 28
Aug. 28
Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 10
Sept. 11

Sept. 12
Sept. 17
Sept. 23
Sept. 24
Sept. 26
Oct. 8
Oct.14
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Nov. 7

Nov. 12
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Jan.3
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

13
13
14
14
15
15

Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Services of the Pl. Ctr.
& Prospective Employer
Search
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Effective Interview Tech.
Career Day/Job Fair
Information Session
Mock Interview Practice
EIU Career Day/Job Fair

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
4 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m .
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon

Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.

Jan. 16

Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Feb.5
Feb. 17

4 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Casey Room

Services of the Pl. Ctr.
& Prospective Employer
Search
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Effective Interview Tech.
Mock Interview Practice
Illinois Collegiate
Job Fair
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Services of the Pl. Ctr.
& Prospective Employer
Search
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Effective Interview Tech.
Mock Interview Practice
Multi-Cultural Minority
Job Fair

3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

March 10
March 12

4:DO p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

March 14

3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
Martinsville Rm.
College of DuPage
Glen Ellyn, IL
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

March 17

Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting

1 :00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Feb. 21
Feb. 25
March 3
March 6

Grand Ballroom and
Univ. Union Ballroom

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m. to 4 :00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m.

9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

4 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Oakland Rm.
Martinsville Rm.
DePaul University
Alumni Hall
Chicago, IL
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.

March 17
April 1
April 8
April 14
April 16
May?

June 9

Services of the Pl. Ctr.
& Prospective Employer
Search
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Effective Interview Tech.
EIU Recruitment Day/
Job Fair Information
Session
Mock Interview Practice
Recruitment Day/Job Fair

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

C'ton/Mattoon

3:00 p.m.to 4:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon

4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
4 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon

Services of the Pl. Ctr.
& Prospective Employer
Search
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Effective Interview Tech.
Mock Interview Practice
St. Louis Gateway to
Careers Job Fair
Effective Interview Tech.
Services of the Pl. Ctr
& Prospective Employer
Search
Illinois Collegiate
Job Fair
Letter of Application &
Resume Writing
Mock Interview Practice
EIU Teacher Placement
Day Info. Session
EIU Teacher Placement
Day
Placement Info. Meeting
Placement Info. Meeting
Experienced Alumni
Job Fair

3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

C'ton/Mattoon

3 :00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon
Martinsville R
University of M
St. Louis, MO
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon

Illinois Collegiate
Job Fair

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

4 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Martinsville R
Grand Ballroom
Univ. Union Ball

11 :00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

College of Du
Glen Ellyn, IL
C'ton/Mattoon

11 :00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m.
5 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Martinsville R
C'ton/Mattoon

9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Grand Ballroo
Univ. Union Bal

10:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m .
2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
DePaul Uniye
Alumni Hall
Chicago, IL
DePaul Unive
Alumni Hall
Chicago, IL

Note: All meetings are held in the University Union
Sponsored by

Career Planning and Placement Center
Student Services Building Rooms 11 , 12, 13
217/581-2411
Office Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
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·Coles County's
Largest and Lowest Priced
Supermarket I
Check our Prices • • •
Our Competitors Do .
• •
•

SUPER SAVER FOODS
S05 W L1nu1ln • Charleston. IL
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oung volleyball squad co01petes in last year of Gateway
1991

VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

Aug.30

Akron Invitational
vs. Akron
vs. Kent State
Akron Invitational
vs. Cleveland State
vs. Marquette
vs. Illinois
vs. Northern Illinois
vs. Northeastern Illinois
EIU Classic
VALPARAISO
EASTERN WASHINGTON
EIU Classic
LOYOLA
ARKANSAS STATE
VIRGINIA
Evansville Invitational
vs. Tennessee Tech
Evansville Invitational
.
vs. Southeast Missouri State
vs. Evansville
vs. DePaul
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
E. Michigan Tournament
vs. Eastern Michigan
E. Michigan Tournament
vs. Loyola
vs. Windsor
vs. St. Louis
vs. SW Missouri State *
vs. Wichita State *
vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay
vs. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
vs. Southern Illinois *
WESTERN ILLINOIS *
BRADLEY*
BUTLER
vs. Northern Iowa *
vs. Drake*
ILLINOIS STATE *
INDIANA STATE *
Gateway Tournament

Aug.31
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4
6
7
13

Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Sept. 25
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 12
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

17
18
19
25
Oct. 26
Oct.29
Nov. 1
Nov. 2
Nov. 5
Nov. 8
Nov.9
Nov. 15
Nov. 16
Nov. 22-23

By KEN RYAN

Foster had 53 blocks and 69
kills, but missed seven matches
Pos
Yr ·
with an ankle injury.
S
Casey
So.
If Eastern's volleyball team Shannon
Ralston said that it would take
Amy Van Eekeren
s
So.
hopes to make a run in the Kaaryn Sadler
OH
Fr.
a total team effort for the Lady
Beth Foster
MH
Jr.
Gateway Conference this sea- Susie
Panthers to have a big year.
Green
OH
sO.
son, it will have to do so without Brigid Brennan
Oh
Fr.
"We're going with 1O players
Kim Traub
MH
So.
much experience.
this
year," Ralston said. "None
Lori Olson
OH
Jr.
The Lady Panthers will be Shelly Stuckwisch
of them are seniors, so we are
MH
Jr.
MH
Fr.
losing three of their top players Sherri Piwowarczyk
· going to be inexperienced. Our
from a 16-19 team a year ago - - - - - - - - - - key is going to be to get everyincluding Diane Kruto, Deanna Gateway Conference and would body experienced early. We
Lund and Cindy Geib. Eastern like to improve upon their 3-6 don't really have any standou1s
head coach Betty Ralston seventh place finish of a year so we are going to have to carry
knows the challenge facing her ago. Ralston is looking forward each other. Hopefully, if one or
team.
to joining the Mid-Continent two players are having an off
"We will be losing Diane Conference in 1993.
day, someone else can make
Kruto, who set six school
"In the Gateway, you play a up for it. We only have 1O playrecords for us," Ralston said. single round robin in the confer- ers and all 1O are going to have
"She will be working on her ence,'' Ralston said. "That is to contribute."
masters, so she will be helping tough. That only gives us nine
Eastern will also be looking to
us coach. We will also be miss- conference contests. I'm looking sophomore outside-hitter Susie
ing Deanna Lund and Cindy forward to playing in the Mid- Green to help out. She was redGeib. All three were four-year Continent. They have a different shirted last year because of an
starters for us so they will be system for conference games."
injury to her right wrist. During
hard to replace."
The Lady Panthers have her freshman season Green
Kruto broke six school seven players returning this had 88 kills and 145 digs.
records in her career at Eastern year, including three starters.
The Lady Panthers will also
arid was the all-time leader with Sophomore setter Amy Van have three freshmen on their
1 ,037 kills and 163 service Eekeren, junior outside hitter roster. Outside hitters Brigid
aces.
Lori Olson and junior middle hit- Brennan and Kaaryn Sadler and
Lund broke five Eastern ter Beth Foster all return as middle hitter Sherri Piwo-warrecords, including setting the dig starters for Eastern.
czyk will all get an early look at
mark with 1,393. She was sec- .
Van Eekeren set two Eastern Eastern's tough schedule.
ond, behind Kruto, with 1,031 freshman records last fall with
'We start right out playing the
kills.
903 assists and games played University of Illinois," Ralston
Geib was the schools second with 122. Olson was third on the said. "Our young players will get
leading blocker with 370 in her team with 372 digs and fourth a good idea of the competition
career.
with 206 kills, and is Eastern's that we play. Hopefully, it (the
The Lady Panthers will be leading returner in those cate- tough schedule) will help us preplaying their final season in the gories.
pare for the Gateway."
Staff writer

1991 Volleyball Roster

HIHHllHHlllHHlllHllHlllHHHHlll-HIHHHlllHllllHllHHlllHIHI..

on Light Power Gym
Specializing in Personalized Training
(Now 3000 sq. feet of Exercise Area)

Semester $65.00
3 tanning beds and sauna
345-1544

519 7th St.
....................................................................................

Welcome Back
Students!
Don't tniss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!

SHOPPING FOR
A GREAT PLACE
TO LIVE?
CENTURY 21 WOOD REAL ESTATE
RENTAL SUPERMARKET
Featuring All Shapes and Sizes
of Housing, Apartments And Complexes
Including:

Brittany

Ridge ·
*A Few Offering One Semester Leases*
3 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses
completely loaded:

rge Dining Area
oor Boy Sandwiches
Salads, Beer & Wine

microwave
dishwasher
oven &range
refrigerator
washer-dryer
central air & heat
21/2 baths
disposal
deck off living rooms

345-3890

or
345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

---------------------, r----------------------,

arge Pizza·
&

BUY ONE
INGREDIENT
2ND FREE

·

Qt. Coke
$8 • 45 +TAX

(Buy 3rd, 4th
FREE)

(Not good with any
other offers)
EXPIRES 9-10-91

********
345-4489

(Not good with any
other offers)
EXPIRES 9-10-91
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WOOD REAL ESTATE
1512 A Street
Charleston, IL
Jim Wood, Broker

Equal Housing Opportunity
Independently Owned and Operated

··----------------~--~ L----------------------~
.,

Call Now

•
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Lady cagers bolstered by JUCOs
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Lady Panther head basketball
coach Barb Hilke will rely on
seven newcomers to complement the seven returning players ' to try and improve on
Eastern's 14-13 record from a
year ago, which included a 9-9
Gateway Conference mark,
good for fifth place.
Eastern lost its top two leading scorers to graduation in center Stacy Frierdich (14.2) and
guard Bev Williams (14.1), who
was also the second best free
throw shooter in the country at
89 percent in 1990.
Senior guard-forward Tracy
Roller is the Lady Panthers'
leading returning scorer at 14
points per game and also led
the team in assists with 128 and
58 steals. The two-time AllGateway performer should
become the 12th women's player to go over the 1,000 point
mark for her career early next
season, needing only 12 to do
so.
Hilke, who has compiled a
223-128 mark 1n a dozen seasons at Eastern, said she is
excited about her squad for the

Panthers.
"This is our last year in the
Gateway Conference so we
would obviously like to have a
great good-bye," Hilke said. "We
feel like we shored up a lot of
t
problem areas for us in the past.
Alice Williams coming in from
Michigan will give us some help
at point guard. We had some
trouble there last year, so we
feel like we're going to bring the
ball down the court better this
,
- year."
Hilke added that although the
three transfers have played college ball, they will need some
time to adjust.
"It depends on what junior
college," she said. "But yeah, it
is an adjustment no matter what.
Barb Hilke
They're stepping up a level in
1991 season.
speed and quickness to Division
"We're losing a lot inside, but I ball. Otherwise, we wouldn't be
we feel really good about about Division I. We feel like these
Michelle Rogiers," Hilke said. kids are very, very capable of
"We think the addition of Sherief handling that. These kids are
Brown, a junior college transfer, really power players and we
inside, and Shannon Baugh haven't shown that kind of
inside should help."
·
rebounding power in a few
Brown and Baugh, both from years here.
"We wouldn't bring a JUCO
Lincoln (Ill.,) College, join point
guard Alice Williams (Oakland, kid in, unless we really felt like
Mich.,) as the three JUCO we needed that kind of help.
cagers landed by the Lady They're used to playing and they

Welcome Back
Students
"OFFICIAL" EIU Checking Headquarters!
See us for your FREE Checking Account:

No Minimum Deposit
No Monthly Fee
Free Logo Checks
Free Check-writing

File ph
Eastern guard Karen Mccaa tries for a steal in a game last s
son at Lantz Gym.

need the time. It's an excellent
opportunity for them to play."
Hilke added that a lot of credit
should be given to assistant
coach Lori Opp, who recruited
the JUCOs as well as four top
high school recruits.
Included in that group is

Nicole Polka, a 5-6 guard fr
Greendale, Wis. Street a
Smith named Polka as an h
arable-mention All-American I
season at Greendale Hi
School.
"On paper this is one of
sharpest classes," said Hilke.

_ c &MVideo Presents-.
Rent The
Fantasy Tonight!

lWL\11[111 Cl\11JIY FOX Pmoll!A TIM IUITON r~

With a deal like that, why bank anywhere else?

EDW,\llJSClllOl/ll\UI
)Oll\\1 lllP! WISQXI l\ll!J 00.\~[ ~11.11 A.\1l!oti1 MICllAll llALl
KUllBAlll 11\Cl\1PIKh.,_ l!ldALINAlll!> MUllCbyDA.~1UIMAN
~lll<rnCJulldb<fl.ll~Thlloti !JilldbyllCllAIDIWJIY,lCL
PlOOucboo°"ln"IOWUCll [)imcll'hotWYSl!f~ClAPIKY
lnoJb1tProd1'tl llCllllDHAllllMOlOlloybf TIM IUITON&CAIOUNilllOMPSON
"""'"' b<CAIOOSl TI!OMPIOS PIOOOC!d by lll1'1lW SOVI ind TIM llli!ON
""''"" °"'1llf1"TIM!lli10ti
,, ..,. Ul.111

~~~-=~
.:zt:--~..-=~-·; CQ~ . -~,,.._..=..:.~

Charleston

Bank
Late Night Hours

345-3966
111 W. Lincoln

345-3977
701 Sixth St.

YIDCO

* Some restrictions may apply
Member
FDIC

Get A Show & Go/

Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday 11 a.m. - Midnight
SM J

440 W. Lincoln· 348-7700

345-1200

401 Lincoln Ave.

WELCOME STUDENTS!
SEE US FOR THE BEST IN EASTERN & GREEK SPORTSWEAR
featuring

R. . RUSSELL
ATHLETIC

)

II

G- EA.ll
I

O I

S P 0 R T1 S

SPECIALIZING IN SEWN-ON LETTERS,
EMBROIDERY & CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING
GROUP DISCOUNTS

'

Silent Rowe leads
Panther hoop squad
By R.J. GERBER

he Panther basketball
d, which has four starters
ing from last season's 17paign, will look to fill the
left at point guard created
the graduation of Gerald
he Panthers look to
ove on their third place
-Continent Conference
k of 10-6 and semifinal
'ng in the postseason tourent.
teve Rowe, the secondAll-Mid-Continent Conferselection as a junior, could
the jump to the point - a
ion he played some last
. But th13 position could be
by senior Kavien Martin,
has played sparingly in his
three seasons.
owe is the leading returning
er (15.2 points per game)
wed by senior forwards
~Johnson (12.5) and
e-point specialist Dave
(11.2).
ohnson, also the team's
ing rebounder of a year
with 7.3 boards per conwas suspended indefinitely
1th-year Panther head
ch Rick Samuels at the
'nning of the summer prifor academic reasons.
n, the 6-6 sharpshooting
ard, ranked eighth in the
and second in the Midinent in three-point pere hitting an even 50 per(80-160). He also holds all
em records for shooting
the three-point arc.

Sports editor

Panther guard Steve Rowe drives to the basket.
Senior forward Rod McKinnis
is the fourth returning starter.
The six-foot-five forward started
the final 21 'games for the
Panthers in 1990 and ranked in
the top 10 in the Mid-Con with
six rebounds per game. He
also shot 55 percent form the
field and blocked nine shots, in
earning the team's Outstanding
Defender award.
Charleston High School
product Derrick Landrus leads
the five-player recruiting class,
which also includes center

500 COLD

575 COLD

CRANKING AMPS

CRANKING AMPS

$4295

EACH PLUS TAX

•

$5295

EACH PLUS TAX

Walter Graham (Champaign
Central), guard C.J. Williams
(Chicago Marist), and a pair of
forwards from Oak-Park River
Forest Andre Rodriquez and
Louis Jordan.
The Panther schedule
includes
non-conference
games . at the Big Eight's
Missouri and Nebraska, as well
at Creighton and Murray State.
Eastern will also play Wright
State twice in ttie Raiders' first
year of Mid-Con competition.

• Install New Pads
• Lathe Rotors
• Pack Front Bearings
• Inspect System
•Road Test

Steve Rowe doesn't say
much.
The only sounds that he
makes on the basketball court
are the pounding of the ball on
the hardwood during a slashing
drive to the bucket, or his skin
screeching across the floor
while diving for a loose ball.
After getting his chance at the
end of his sophomore season he scored in double digits six of
the seven games he started the six-foot-one guard became
a second-team All MidContinent Conference performer
last season.
Rowe,
a product of
Chicago's South Shore· High
School, led the Panthers in
scoring with 15.2 per game as
a junior, had 100 assists and
57 steals on his way to becoming the team MVP.
As his senior season
approaches and four-year letterman Gerald Jones has graduated, the scrappy Rowe will look
to become the leader of the
squad that returns four starters
from last year's 17-12 season.
"I want to have the best season possible," he said. "making
myself better as well as my
teammates. I think I'll be running
the show, but I don't think I'll be
as verbal as Gerald. I'll lead
more by example."
With the departure of Jones,
the 10th all-time scorer on the
Panther list, an opening has
been created at the point guard

REAR DRUM BRAKES

$5695

• New Brake Shoes
• Lathe Drums
• Inspect System
•Road Test

Metallic Pads
Slightly Higher

COUPON

• Check fuel Lines For Cracking Of Splitting
• Clean ln1ection System with Wynn's
Patented Pow9f tune Cl•aning System
PRICE MAY VAFN ON SOME MODELS

$3495

Most American Cars & Light Trucks

with this coupon
Sales items excluded
·uoKJ

OOPON

BELT SPECIAL

MUFFLER SAVINGS
~t"
1 Year Warranty
1\1

• New Fan Belt
• New A/C Belt
• New Steering Belts

l

Most American Cars-Front Wheel Drive extra

ef

installation available

$2495

COUPON

COUPON

LU BE, 0 IL, ·FILTER
•Change Oil (5 QTS.)
Pennzoil 1OW-30
• Change Oil Filter
• Check All Fluid Levels
• Lubricate Fittings

Most American Cars
and Light Trucks

1 0°/o
SERVICE DISCOUNT

$3895

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
•New Gasket
·New filter
•Change
Transmission Fluid

$4695

COUPON

FUEL INJECTION SERVICE
Stop sluggish Performance
Improve Fuel Economy
Here's What We Do:

position. Senior Kavien Martin
and freshman Derrick Landrus
could battle for the slot, but
Rowe has also played some
point for Panther head coach
Rick Samuels.
"Yes, I am (ready)," Rowe
said. "If Coach calls my number,
then hey, I'll have to do it."
Last year the Panthers
advanced to the Mid-Con semifinals against host WisconsinGreen Bay. Eastern was there in
large part because of Rowe's
career high 32 points against
Western Illinois in the quarterfinals. But he connected on just
one free throw and went 0-7
from the field against UWGB.
Rowe said he, and his teammates, hope to learn from that
experience.
"It's a feeling that I enjoy (the
conference tourney) and I'm
going to work that much harder
to get there again. I've got' to
say experience would be the
key, us playing together. And
maturity, being a year older. i
think more guys will understand
more of the game." ·
Rowe said he wants one
thing out of his final year as a
Panther - to get the most out of
himself and his teammates.
"Some other players are
going to have to step up and
take a responsibility. Some of
the players have that laid back
attitude, like somebody else will
do it. I think if everyone takes
the challenge to step forward
and then if they work hard, good
things will happen for us. I really
believe that."

$ 1295

AIR CONDITIONING RECHARGE

$2995

Thrust angle
and 4 Wheel

slightly higher.

BATTERY....._________________
AN EMPLOYEE OWNED COMPANY
MATTOON
South Route 45 • 235-5641
Daily 7-5, Sat. 7-Noon

CHARLESTON

TOLEDO

1O 5th Street • 345-6975
Daily 7-5, Sat. 7-Noon

IND. & Madison • 849-2981
Daily 7-5, Sat. 7-Noon

$2495

TWO MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM •••
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The Most-Asked-For Refrigerator

0~ '<
CD
0 (I)

Ro )>

0:C

en
-I

Holds 47 12-ounce containers of your
favor~te beverage
• Only $2.00 per month when cost is shared
with roommate

•

$3600 RESERVATION
DISCOUNT
PRICE FOR ENTIRE YEAR

THE SUPER·MINI

All refrigerators are of the highest
quality; have attractive walnut-grain
finishes; meet housing regulations;
have adjustable shelving and Ice
cube tray; are available for purchase_
option; and are guaranteed to work
perfectly orwlll be replaced promptly.
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Holds 36 12-ounce containers of your
favorite beverage
Only $1. 77 per month when cost is shared
with roommate

THE MINI-FRIG
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WITH YOUR ORDER POSTMARKED BYAUGUST 13, 1991 YOU.'RE GUARANTEED

$34 for Mini-Frig

0
$38 for Super-Mini Frig

~

STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __

MUST BE POSTMARKED BY AUGUST 13. 11191
•Written request lor refund must be poalmllllled by August 19. 11191

Hyou're not sure of your new campus address, keep th41 delivery scheduleto
the Itta and meet our trucks when you arrive. Schedules and conlirmationa ,
will be mailed to your home upon receipt of your order.
THll ORDER II FULLY GUARANTIED & FULLY lllFUllmAKI •

CAMPUSADDRE$SIFKNOWN~---------~

TOWN

NAME~----------------ADDRESS
________________

Mllll lo Ice Boxer, P.O, Box 1010, DeKalb, llHnola 90115

0

1·----- RESERVATION COUPON ·- - - - - ,

To reserve your ICE BOXER dorm relrlger8lor for the 19111·92 lademlc
' year at EIU, flit out Ihle order blri lll1d tend a $8 deposl. check. or
money order.

L-----------------------~

I'"'

Once you've reserved, the balance of $34
for a mini or $38 for a super-mini will be
collected upon delivery to your dorm. The
deposit is returned after the unit is pickedup in May of 1992.

#1. Send a $10 Refundable Deposit

Your Ice Boxer

Tt Guarantee

Order must be
Postmaied By
August 1~ 1991

11

MUST BE POSTMARKED BY AUGUST 13, tll91

Conflrmallona will be malled on receipt of your order.
'2 OFF AdnrtlMd Prloe Wltls Tiiis C....., Pl. . FREE
... ...• ..,....,., ........... Cord, 34'loftl ....... zlJtrea., .....

CAIFUS ADDRESS IF KNOWN------~----

NAME---------------~

ADDRESS~-'-----'-----------TOWN
STATE _ _ _ ZIP ___ ..,

Pill... r_,... my ICE BOXER for the upcoming ecad9mlc year 81 E.l.U.
Enclosed ii:
D $42.00 for the Mini ($32.00 ront plus $1 o.oo deposit)
0 $46.00 for the S~ Mini ($38.00 rent plus $1 o.oo depoaK)
111111 to lol Box•, P.O. Box 1010, DeKalb, llUnol• 90115

PLUS FREE GIFTS

2. DISCOUNTIPREPAYllENT SUPER-COUPON

Use the Super Discount Pre-Payment and
Gift Order Coupon and not only save
$2. 00 more, but receive a free 6' heavyduty extension cord ($6 value), and 1 2litre bottle of soda.

#2. Save Even More and Receive
* Free Gifts ($8.00 value)

TWO GREAT MONEY SAVING WAYS TO ORDER

Local rep on duty 365 days a year In Charleston

Reservation Inquiries call
(815) 758-2736 weekdays 5-8 pm
After August 16th call local
phone 345-7083

P.O. Box 1010
DeKalb, IL 60115

Serving EIU since 1984

If you're not sure of your roommate's plans or
for any reason, Ice Boxer will gladly refund
all monies you send by simply writing to us by
August 19, 1991. So you have a moneybacked guarantee by plar:tning ahead. Most
students now use their own refrigerators
rather than sharing one.

MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE...
SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY

Ice Boxer offers all our customers the "Super
Purchase Option." Before your unit is returned in May of 1992, you may send only a
$29 balance for a mini, or $33 balance to own
your jr. maxi-frig. All Super Purchase Op-·
tions carry a 3 full year warranty. You can't
lose!
'

SUPER PURCHASE OPTION

For those of vou who may end UP with a
roommate who already has a refrigerator. or
for any reason. we will gladly refund anv
money we are asking for now if the cancellation is postmarked byAugust 19. 1991. So.
you haye savjngs to gain and nothing to lose.

Reservation ordering allows us to plan our
rental inventory needs better, save money
by cutting costly overhead, and offer a savings to students who are willing to commit
their needs in advance of delivery. Last year
hundreds of students didn'treserve discount
Ice Boxer rental refrigerators and paid $10$20 more instead, or get one at all.

WHY PLAN AHEAD AND SAVE?

The Lowest Priced and Best Refrigerators In Town

~

DISCOUNT
Q :b~ $3200 RESERVATION
PRICE FOR ENTIRE YEAR
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